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CONCERNS ABOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM BILL OF RIGHTS 

 

Susan Gilchrist      25 June 2022 

 
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/037B-UKBillofRightsConcerns.pdf  

 

• On Wednesday 22 June 2022 the Government introduced its UK Bill of Rights 
claiming it will strengthen freedom of speech and curb bogus human rights 
claims 
 

• If the bill is passed, Parliament will be given “the greatest possible weight” in 
court decisions and will have the power to dictate how courts should interpret 
human rights. Section 15 of the bill says that people will have to get 
permission from the court before they can bring proceedings against a public 
authority. The court will grant permission only if it thinks the person has 
suffered a significant disadvantage. 
 

• Among other things, the Act will reduce the power of UK judges where 
legislation is incompatible with the European Convention on Human Rights 
and limit important duties such as the positive duty to protect life. It will also 
place the UK’s membership of the European Convention on Human Rights in 
jeopardy by empowering UK courts and parliament to not comply with 
judgments of the European Court of Human Rights 

 

• Before the parliamentary stages, there is usually considerable debate and 
consultation. The Human Rights Act itself was preceded by a detailed 
government consultation paper, cross-party agreement between Labour and 
the Liberal Democrats, and many years of discussion by academics, judges, 
politicians, and journalists. 

 

• For the government to introduce into parliament a previously unpublished 44-
page constitutional bill and have the second reading debate the next day – as 
it is doing with the bill of rights bill – is unprecedented. The substance of the 
bill will make it much more difficult for people to claim their human rights in the 
UK. But equally concerning is the government’s authoritarian method of 
achieving this constitutional change. 
 

• The United Kingdom Equality and Human Rights Commission is an 
independent statutory body with the responsibility to encourage equality and 
diversity, eliminate unlawful discrimination, and protect and promote the 
human rights of everyone in Britain. It enforces equality legislation on age, 
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy 
and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation 
 

• As an independent statutory body, it has a duty to hold the Government into 
account. However, the Government also appoints members to its board. 
 

• However, the EHRC has also become involved in a toxic dispute over the 
protection of transgender people. On one side the professional institutions 
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and world medical authorities define these as personality variations, which are 
established very early in life, and are not amenable to change at a later date. 
They concern the search for identity and the rejection of what is wrong 
Gender-critical groups identify these as sexually motivated personality 
disruptions driven by behaviour and desire. The methods of management are 
almost opposite to each other, and as an independent body the EHRC should 
take account of both approaches 
 

• In my view, that is not happened, I find no evidence that the EHRC has taken 
any meaningful account of the viewpoints of the Professional institutions. This 
leads me to believe that it has produced advice and guidance that exclusively 
supports the present Government agenda which pursues the gender critical 
approach 
 

• That raises the question of politically motivated government appointments to 
the board of any statutory body, and if the present government is intent on 
forcing its UK bill of Rights through Parliament as quickly as possible, and 
with minimum scrutiny, that must give us particular concern. 
 

• Giving Parliament “the greatest possible weight” in court decisions means 
parliament and the government will have the power to dictate how courts 
should interpret human rights. Thus, the ability to prevent such government 
misuses will be destroyed 
 

• The following comments contain my own critique of the current EHRC 
approach and the present controversy. They are extracted from an extended 
course of ten presentations. You can find the full set at 
 

• Gilchrist, S. (2022): “Christian Communities, Transgender People and 
Christian Traditions” (Draft): http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/037B-
PresDoctrinesDisputesTransPeople.pdf  
 

• The following papers may also be relevant 
 

• Gilchrist, S. (2021a): “Gender Identity, Feminism, and Transgender People”: 
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/250P-GenderIdentityAndTrans.pdf    
 

• Gilchrist, S. (2020f): “Managing Transgender Conditions Correctly: A 
Commentary on the Bell v Tavistock Case”: 
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/249P-JudgmentResponse.pdf 
 

• A ful bibliography is available at: 
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/articles/bibliography.htm  

   

 

 
 
REALITY OF GENDER IDENTITY 
 

http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/037B-PresDoctrinesDisputesTransPeople.pdf
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/037B-PresDoctrinesDisputesTransPeople.pdf
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/250P-GenderIdentityAndTrans.pdf
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/249P-JudgmentResponse.pdf
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/articles/bibliography.htm
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• Gender critical groups argue that there is no innate, or deep-seated sense of 
gender identity. Using the work of Judith Butler in the 1990’si. Its creation is 
stated to be entirely due to “performative acts”, which is a product of social 
conditioning alone. 

 

• For other groups, gender awareness begins from the time when a baby starts to 
separate the self from the other. That is at a very early stage. For most babies 
gender awareness (in terms of difference) is evident by the age of two years, but 
children do not start to react to or adopt its social implications until at least three 
years.  

 

• This means that for gender-critical groups the massive changes and advances in 
neurological development during the first three years are ignoredii. That throws 
all arguments back into 1960’s Freudian psychodynamics, when up to three 
years of age was believed to be a time of seething emotions where little 
constructive occurs. 

 
TRANSGENDER TREND WEBSITE 
 

• Despite the current evidence, and the advances in understanding that have 
taken place, Transgender Trend states on its 2020 website that: “There is no 
scientific basis for the idea of innate deeply-held sense of gender”iii iv 

 

• On the advice given to schools on the “Impact of Teaching Gender Identity to 
Children” Transgender Trend states “Transgender organisations such as 
Gendered Intelligencev, GIRESvi and Allsorts Youth Projectvii deliver training for 
teachers and PSHE classes for children in schools. Their teaching is backed by 
no credible science but has been adopted by government, the NHS, schools, 
and therapists.  

 

• The site also alleges that: “Changing gender is presented as synonymous with 
changing sex”viii. That statement is categorically rejected by transgender people 
who see any surgical or hormonal intervention as gender affirmation procedures 
instead. 

 
AUTOGYNEPHILIC TRANSSEXUALITY 
 

• Autogynephilic transsexualityix was a theory put forward be Dr Ray Blanchard in 
the 1980’s and 1990’s 

 

• Blanchard proposed that male-to-female transsexuals are either sexually 
attracted exclusively to men (homosexual) or are sexually attracted primarily to 
the thought or image of themselves as female (autogynephilic), and that 
autogynephilic transsexuals seek “sex reassignment” to actualize their 
autogynephilic desires 
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• According to this theory sexual orientations are personality variations, and 
transgender identities are perversions of male homosexuality (the word 
paraphilia is used)x 

 

• Despite being rejected by many mainstream workers; this is the theory which 
gender-critical feminists use to justify the arguments they makexi 

 
CONTRADICTION 
 

• Autogynephilic theories for transsexuality fit the dogmas defined by gender-
critical groups for they presume that no sense of gender identity can develop 
until the social implications are first understood and are responded to. 

 

• They also hide this fundamental contradiction inherent to gender critical theoryxii. 
 

• If it is accepted in line with professional studies, that an elementary core gender 
identity arises very early in life and that this is effectively fixed by the age of three 
years, then the gender-critical feminist approach is invalidated.  

 

• If instead the gender-critical approach is taken to be correct, transgender 
conditions must then be diagnosed as perversions. paraphilias or disruptions, 
and the depth of transgender identities is denied.  

 
PROBLEMS 
 

• There are various problems with autogynephilic theories. The theories presume 
transsexuality has a sexual motivation with a personality disruption, while 
professional studies identify it as the search for identity and a personality 
variation instead. 

 

• Blanchard only considered male-to-female transsexuals. This theory ignores 
female to male transsexuals and no equivalent paraphilia for these people has 
been identified. 

 

• The theory also fails to deal with non-binary roles. and it does not provide 
adequate explanations for the wide range of transgender conditions that exist. 

 

• It associates transgender conditions with sexual motives, including behaviour 
and desire, instead of identification and rejection. This identifies all male to 
female transsexuals as potential threats to women in society.  

 
DISCONNECTIONS 
 

• The theories also presume that sexual orientation is determined by genetic 
factors, and that homosexuality is a personality variation. Transgender 
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conditions are disruptions of this. However, the activating forces are due to gene 
expression (not directly by genes) and the influence of endocrinal (or hormonal) 
elements are disregarded or deniedxiii  

 

• This autogynephilic theory at the time it was being applied was regarded as 
outdated and incorrect by other clinicians in the field. The clinic which promoted 
it was shut down in a hotly contended dispute 

 

• Perhaps more importantly, autogynephilic theories do not match the lived 
experiences of transgender people. There is a great deal of anger among 
transgender people over an incorrect diagnosis being imposed upon them for the 
purpose of preserving a gender-critical approach, instead of protecting 
transgender people’s lives. 

 
 
OBJECTIVITY 
 

• If science is to be used correctly it is essential that all viewpoints are considered 
 

• Therefore, it would be expected that the approaches adopted by the Professional 
Institutions, World Authorities, WPATH (World Professional Association for 
Transgender Health) and clinical authorities, would be properly considered, but 
the existence of these and the arguments they make are dismissed or ignoredxiv. 

 

• There is no reference to the “Memorandum of Understanding” produced or 
endorsed by all of the major Professional Institutions in the United Kingdom 
which condemns “Conversion Therapy. The existence of this memorandum is 
also totally ignoredxv 

 

• Support groups such as Stonewallxvi, GIRESxvii and others who support the 
approaches adopted by the professional institutions are virulently condemned. 

 
RESEARCH 
 

• Objective research needs experiential evidence to prove it. This is an essential 
element in validating any study. That must be questioned in this gender-critical 
approach.xviii 

 

• The use by gender-critical groups of a seminal paper by Joel et alxix in attempts 
to prove that gender identity is purely a social construct is directly contradicted 
by Joel in another paper, written by Joel, Swaab et al, and by other leading 
researchers who are working directly in the fieldxx xxi xxii xxiii xxiv. 

 

• The use of another influential paper by Dhejne and othersxxv xxvi xxvii  in attempts 
to prove that male to female transsexuals continue have the same propensity to 
violently attack women as all males, also that the trauma faced by these people 
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arises because they are the agents for their own misfortunes… instead of the 
persecution and vilification of others, is also vociferously denounced by Dhejne, 
the lead author of the paper.xxviii 

 
STATISTICS 
 

• Gender-critical groups attempt to uses statistics to prove that male to female 
activities engage in sexual abuses at the same rate as the overall male 
population 

 

• This is done by taking the distribution of people in prison for sex offences who 
claim to be transgender and extrapolating this figure to assume that the 
proportion of those in prison can be extrapolated to include the whole 
transgender population. 

 

• Individual cases are highlighted to emphasise the perceived dangers. However, 
this ignores demographics, incentives, lack of statistical significance, changes in 
attitudes during the years, errors, and the inconsistencies in extrapolation. This 
has been challenged in many quarters. Broader studies do not support these 
claimed resultsxxix  

 
 
CAMPAIGNS 
 

• The “Stonewall” reports documenting discrimination against transgender people, 
including children, are dismissed as propaganda by gender-critical groups, even 
though the same results are replicated in many other worldwide studiesxxx 

 

• Perhaps the most serious and significant criticism of the gender-critical 
movements comes from Professor Judith Butler who, in her 1990’s book, 
provided much of the initial inspiration for the gender-critical approachxxxi.  

 

• In a 2021 article in the Guardian newspaperxxxii she says: “The anti-gender 
movement is not a conservative position with a clear set of principles. No, as a 
fascist trend, it mobilizes a range of rhetorical strategies from across the political 
spectrum to maximize the fear of infiltration and destruction that comes from a 
diverse set of economic and social forces. It does not strive for consistency, for 
its incoherence is part of its power”. 

 
CLINICAL INPUTS 
 

• These comments by Butler are extremely strong, and it would be good to read 
her complete article. That can be accessed here:  (Butler 2021). An alternative 
way of examining these issues is to look at the clinical inputs 

 

http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/250P-ButlerGuardianArticle.pdf
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• We have already seen that gender critical feminist groups accept sexual 
orientations as personality variations but consider male to female transsexuality 
as a perversion of male homosexuality. The professional institutions and word 
authorities diagnose both conditions as personality variations which arise very 
early development and cannot be changed either by the person concerned or the 
predations of others in later life 

 

• Great harm can occur if the wrong management method is applied. The mass of 
clinical and professional evidence that is available is dismissed by gender-critical 
groups as the work of “transgender activists” and its influence is deniedxxxiii. 

 
RECRUITMENT AND REGRET 
 

• For most people the intuitive expectation is that gender identity should conform 
to biological sex; and that any departure from this is either because of 
predations, the engagement in sexual abuse or the rewards of inappropriate sex.  

 

• A major allegation made against the use of an affirmative approach by the 
gender identity clinics and transgender people is that of predation and enlistment 
to the cause 

 

• Gender identity clinics all report low rates of regret after gender reassignment 
surgery, but gender critical groups cite very high rates, with individual cases 
highlightedxxxiv 

 

• When what one side sees as compassion and understanding is invariably 
interpreted by the other as coercion and enforcement, and when these early 
development processes are dismissed or ignored, transgender people come 
under strong attack. 

 
IDENTIFICATION 
 

• At the heart of this dispute is the disagreement over the origins and nature of 
gender identity. The gender-critical groups argue that it is a social construct and 
deny that any deep-seated gender identity exists.  

 

• We have seen that the Professional Institutions, World Authorities, and the 
clinical consensus argue that the core or basic elements lie at the heart of the 
personality that is created and it is one of the first elements of personality to be 
formed.  

 

• Using this gender entitlement, it is possible for someone who is male to identify 
with women from the moment of birth, have a sense of identity and an outlook, 
behaviour and lifestyle which is in harmony with women, who respects women, 
and who fights throughout life as assiduously and strongly as any woman for the 
protection and security of her safety and gender-based rights. 
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DISAGREEMENT 
 

• Applying the same gender entitlement to the second explanation of 
autogynephilic transsexuality, where sexuality and sexual orientation is still 
treated as a personality variation but transsexuality which is treated either as a 
paraphilia, perversion, disruption, or sublimation, turns the same transsexual 
with precisely the same outlook, from an ally into an opponent, who is then 
perceived to be erasing women’s identities and attacking their hard-won sex-
based rights. 

 

• We have seen that if it is accepted that an elementary core gender identity arises 
very early in life and is effectively fixed by the age of three years, then the 
gender-critical feminist approach is invalidated. If the gender-critical approach is 
accepted, then transgender conditions must be diagnosed as perversions. 
paraphilias or disruptions Transgender people can then be presented as 
potential predators, threats to women’s safety, pursuing sexual motives, and the 
reality of transgender identities is denied. 

 
SOME PERCEPTIONS: BORN INTO THE WRONG BODY? 
 

• Transgender people may describe themselves as being ‘born into the wrong 
body’, It describes the sense of being trapped in the wrong gender; but this is a 
truth of memory and experience. Few, if any, believe that we literally change 
biological sexxxxv. 

 

• For all transgender people the search is for identity and the rejection of what is 
wrong, it is not about behaviour or sexual desire 

 

• The allegation that “changing gender presentation is synonymous with changing 
sex” is a fiction imposed on transgender people by opponents, and by gender 
critical groups 

 

• Most people consider trans women to be women because of the ways we 
interact with society, and how we share common interests and concerns. This 
high degree of acceptance is far more important than any condemnation based 
on biological sex. 

 
ATTACKS 
 

• In June 2021, the Hungarian parliament voted overwhelmingly to eliminate from 
public schools all teaching related to “homosexuality and gender change”, 
associating LGBTQI rights and education with paedophilia and totalitarian 
cultural politics. 
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•  In late May 2021, Danish MPs passed a resolution against “excessive activism” 
in academic research environments, including gender studies, race theory, 
postcolonial and immigration studies in their list of culprits.  

 

• In December 2020, the supreme court in Romania struck down a law that would 
have forbidden the teaching of “gender identity theory” but the dispute still rages 
on.  

 

• Trans-free spaces in Poland have been declared by over 100 authorities eager 
to purify Poland of corrosive cultural influences from the US and the UK.  

 
MORE ATTACKS 
 

• Turkey’s withdrawal from the Istanbul convention in March 2021 sent shudders 
through the EU, since one of its main objections was the inclusion of protections 
for women and children against violence, and this “problem” was linked to the 
foreign word, “gender”. 

 

• In recent years the attacks on so-called “gender ideology” have grown 
throughout the world, dominating public debate, stoked by electronic networks, 
and backed by extensive right wing Catholic and evangelical organizations.  

 

• As Butler notes, although they are not always in accord, these groups concur 
that the traditional family is under attack, that children in the classroom are being 
indoctrinated to become homosexuals, and that “gender” is a dangerous, if not 
diabolical, ideology threatening to destroy families, local cultures, civilization, and 
even “man” himself. 

 
 
ANTI-GENDER MOVEMENTS 
 

• The anti-gender ideology movement crosses borders, linking organizations in 
Latin America, Europe, Africa, and east Asia.  

 

• Butler indicates that opposition to “gender” is voiced by governments as diverse 
as Macron’s France and Duda’s Poland, it circulates in right wing parties in Italy, 
it shows up on major electoral platforms in Costa Rica and Colombia, 
boisterously proclaimed by Bolsonaro in Brazil, and responsible for closing 
gender studies in several places, including the European University in Budapest 
in 2017 before it relocated to Vienna. 

 

• Butler also notes that these reactionary flames have been fanned by the Vatican, 
which has proclaimed “gender ideology” “diabolical”, calling it a form of 
“colonizing imperialism” originating in the north and raising fears about the 
“inculcation” of “gender ideology” in the schools. 
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UNITED STATES 
 

• Transgender people have been under assault from many angles in the United 
States. In the past year a record-breaking number of anti-transgender bills have 
been filed, and more have passed than in the past ten years combinedxxxvi xxxvii 

 

• Attacks by the Roman Catholic Bishops in the United States, as exemplified in 
the Arlington letter, combined with those of the gender-critical movements, 
conservative evangelicals, and the far right, are being used to discredit the 
identities of transgender people and give support to the secular scapegoating 
that also existsxxxviii. 

 

• I believe that justification for these condemnations is made using partisan 
applications of science to “prove” a particular cause. For details, see: Gilchrist, 
S. (2021a): “Gender Identity, Feminism, and Transgender People”:xxxix and also 
Gilchrist, S. (2017e): “Gender and Sexual Malpractice and Abuse in the Christian 
Church”:xl 

 
OVERVIEW 
 

• The “sexual orientation gender identity complex” lies at the heart of the 
personality that is created. It provides an initial and basic foundation on which 
self-identity is based. 

 

• Since sexual identity and gender identity depend on interaction with others 
neither can form before birth. However evolutionary, physiological, endocrinal, 
and temperamental, including differences in patterns of aggression provide pre-
natal effects 

 

• Gene expression rather than chromosomal composition is the trigger which 
determines the direction the development of both gender and sexual identities 
take. A spike in testosterone levels in male babies at the time of birth may give 
the trigger neededxli 

 

• Finely tuned physiological, neurological, and psychological facets of brain 
development create an underlying constancy of personality and identity during 
the first three years. 

 
TRANSGENDER FEMINISM 
 

• Although Butler only considers the gender role, she is resolute about respecting 
the gender identities that are created. She treats transgender conditions as 
personality variations rather than disruptions from an original course.   

 

• Accepting the existence of the core gender identity can considerably strengthen 
Butler’s arguments. There are no behavioural implications, and it enables 
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transgender people, and others to argue feminist points of view from a stronger 
base. 

 

• Many male to female transsexuals have proud histories of supporting feminist 
movements, many use Butler’s work, and have taken leading roles. Contrary to 
the attacks made on male to female transsexuals which state that they attack 
their sex-based rights and erase the identities of women, male to female 
transsexuals affirm the identities of all women through their advocacy of 
women’s gender-based rights.    

 
AGENDAS 
 

• There are clear agendas being pursued by various groups 
 

• For gender-critical feminists any suggestion that the repulsive discrimination 
against women is due to any innate gender difference must be denied: so that 
gender identity must only be a product of the gender role and is created by social 
conditioning alone. 

 

• The traditional teaching of the Christian Church since the 12th Century regards 
all forms of gender and sexually variant behaviour without exception to be a 
disruption of the divine order, a falling from grace and the pursuit of improper 
acts  

 

• To maintain these positions both groups misdiagnose transgender conditions as 
perversions or disruptions driven by behaviours and desires that are seen to 
threaten others and attack family life. This can have a very harmful effect.  

 
 
ACCEPTANCE OF TRANSGENDER PEOPLE BY GENDER-CRITICAL GROUPS,  
 

• A feature of these groups is that many of them very strongly deny that they are 
transphobic and that they welcome transgender people into their ranks. Debbie 
Hayton, who is herself transgender, is a prominent campaigner for the gender-
critical cause 

 

• A major fear among amongst many women, and not just gender-critical 
feminists, is that giving male to female transsexuals, greater degrees of 
acceptance, notably the ability to self-identify, will result in hordes of males, 
intent on sexual abuse invading women’s spaces, and reinforcing the attacks 
and discrimination that all women facexlii. 

 

• Like those in some religious organisations, many passionately and genuinely 
believe that they are acting in the best interests of transgender people. These 
concerns must be taken very seriously, but it does not justify the misdiagnosis 
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that occurs. That level of concern is expressed in the condemnations that Judith 
Butler makes. 

 
BUTLER’S ARGUMENTS 
 

• In her 2021 Guardian article, Judith Butler argues: “It is not easy to fully 
reconstruct the arguments used by the anti-gender ideology movement because 
they do not hold themselves to standards of consistency or coherence. They 
assemble and launch incendiary claims to defeat what they see as “gender 
ideology” or “gender studies” by any rhetorical means necessary. For instance, 
they object to “gender” because it putatively denies biological sex or because it 
undermines the natural or divine character of the heteronormative family” 

 

• “The anti-gender movement is not a conservative position with a clear set of 
principles. No, as a fascist trend, it mobilizes a range of rhetorical strategies from 
across the political spectrum to maximize the fear of infiltration and destruction 
that comes from a diverse set of economic and social forces. It does not strive 
for consistency, for its incoherence is part of its power”.  

 
CONFLICT 
 

• It is useful to remind ourselves of the conflicts which currently being fought. 
 

• The professional Institutions and world authorities identify gender and sexual 
variations as personality variations which form and become unalterable very 
early in life. The core gender identity forms first: this gives a sense of belonging 
alone. It precedes the gender role identity, and later forms in response to 
expected roles in society. Incongruences in the former must be managed as 
personality variations; driven by searches for identity; and rejecting what is 
wrong. Disturbances in the latter arise from maybe unconscious or sublimated 
desires, and these must be treated as personality disruptions instead. 

 

• Gender-critical groups refuse to separate the elements and associate the 
formation of gender identities entirely with the gender role. The management 
methods totally differ from each other. That contributes greatly to the toxic nature 
of the conflicts that occur.  

 
EARLY FORMATION 
 

• For the great majority of people, the core gender identity and gender role identity 
will be in harmony. The same processes apply to everyone. For the majority of 
people, apart from the firmness with which the sense of gender identity is held, 
there will be no perception whatever of the core gender identity, for this is 
created before conscious awareness occurs. Contrary to this, the severe 
attrition, intensity, and strength of the conflicts transgender people face arise 
because incongruence occurs. 

 

• Pre-natal influences, such as gene expression (not genes), endocrines, differing 
neural maturation rates, aggression potentials may provide triggers but both 
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gender and sexual identities need interaction with others to form and neither can 
form before birth. Although typical male and female patterns can differ greatly 
considerable overlap occurs. The great majority form core gender identities 
which match biological sex, but some do not. Massive neural advances in the 
first three years lock these in place. 

 
CONSEQUENCES 
 
• Instead of challenging the arguments and views of the professional institutions, 

gender-critical groups but not most feminists… as is seen on social media, 
ridicule opposing arguments, dismiss them as the work of “transgender activists”, 
and claim their own analysis gives “the only credible approach”. Science is used 
in attempts to prove that all male to female transsexuals are potentially as great 
threats to women as every male. Also, that unless disruption occurs gender 
identity is determined by biological sex. 

 

• Such arguments have been justified by Freudian psychodynamics, where 
development before the age of three was believed to be a time of seething 
feelings and little structure was created. Butler perceived that earlier non-directly 
gender related forces were active, which preceded the creation of the gender 
role. Traditionally development of gender identity was only believed to start from 
this age: but that is only the gender role. For gender-critical groups to justify their 
arguments, all early elements must be denied. 

 
EVIDENCE 
 

• In the previous presentations, I have shown how distortions of science in key 
papers, including that by Joel alxliii are used in attempts to prove that gender 
identity is purely a social construct. I show how a biased analysis of another 
influential paper by Dhejne et alxliv xlv xlvi, and how questionable statistics are 
used in attempts to prove that male to female transsexuals continue have the 
same propensity to violently attack women as all malesxlvii. This includes the 
allegation that the trauma faced by transgender people arises because they 
themselves produce their own misfortunes. All of these views are vociferously 
denounced by the lead authors of these papers. They are also directly 
contradicted in other publications, see for example the review paper by Joel, 
Swaab, et al, and those of other researchers who are working directly in the 
fieldxlviii xlix l li lii. 

 

• In the rest of this presentation, I will compare Butler’s comments with the 
approach taken by gender-critical groups in the United Kingdom, and with my 
own work. 

 
OBJECTIVITY 
 

• Although most people are simply unaware of the massive neural changes and 
transformations in cognitive processes during early development, the gender-
critical movements actively deny their effects. That unawareness has a profound 
effect.  
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• Arguments by gender-critical groups that more scientific study is needed cannot 
be justified, for their own dogmas demand that the already existing science is 
ignored. 

 

• In the previous presentation, we have already seen that the defamation of 
clinical experiences, the disregard of the approaches of the professional 
institutions, including the Memorandum of Understanding, the deriding the 
support groups who endorse the work of these institutions, the dismissal of 
responsible research as the work of “transgender activists” and the attacks on 
the personal integrities of people supporting this work, also preclude any 
objective approach. 

 
DISMISSAL OF EVIDENCE 
     

• It is entirely appropriate for any group to use scientific evidence to justify its 
approach. Nevertheless, it is important that without exception, all disagreements 
and arguments are fully analysed, criticised, and subjected to full academic 
scrutiny. What is most important is impartiality and objectivity. That has not 
occurred... In the first section of this particular presentation, I will consider 
gender-critical approaches, in the second section Christian concerns, and in the 
third section, the impact these have. 

 

• Impartiality is even more crucial when the great majority of the population do not 
have any awareness of the processes in early development, and it is perfectly 
reasonable to presume that, unless a disruption occurs, gender identity must 
follow biological sex. When that belief is already accepted, as Butler argues: It is 
only necessary for gender-critical groups to set objectives which discredit the 
approaches of the professional institutions, dismiss the experiential evidence, 
and deny the clinical research. 

 
SECTION 1: REFORM OF THE 2004 UNITED KINGDOM GENDER RECOGNITION 

ACT 
 

• The 2004 United Kingdom Gender Recognition act enabled transexual people to 
change their legally assigned gender and their birth certificates, so that for all 
social purposes, with some key exceptions they may marry and be fully accepted 
in that role. 

 

• In 2004 transgender people were considered as suffering from a medical 
condition called “Gender dysphoria”. This was then understood as disturbance or 
disorder. Today transgender conditions are considered as personality variations 
within the normal range of development. While the requirement for a medical 
diagnosis could previously be argued for; for these reasons the same arguments 
cannot be justified today. 
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• The reform of the Gender Recognition Act proposed removing this diagnosis. It 
was also made clear that there would be no change to the protections against 
abuse for all women through any reform of the act. These are instead in the 
2010 Equality Act.  

   
FEARS OF INVASION 
 

• The 2010 Equality Act had already allowed for the principle of self-declaration. 
This identifies “gender reassignment” as a protected characteristic. Anyone who 
states that they are seeking gender reassignment is protected by it, they do not 
need to show proof of intention or medical assessment. Therefore, the proposed 
recommendations for reform of the 2004 Gender Recognition Act are limited in in 
effect 

 

• Unfortunately, that is not the impression created by campaigning groups. Reform 
of the Gender Recognition Act is presented as a charter for unreformed males to 
destroy the privacy of women and invade women’s spaces intent on sexual 
abuse 

 

• The protections offered under the 2010 Equality Act are ignored. The route to 
gender reassignment is presented as if it were a “cafeteria style” approach. This 
raises unjustifiable alarm for no invasions have occurred under the 2010 Equality 
Actliii. Also, no invasions have occurred in countries where the reform has 
already been introduced. 

 
CONTRADICTION 
 

• In all these cases we see confirmation of Buter’s arguments that gender critical 
groups “mobilize a range of rhetorical strategies from across the political 
spectrum to maximize the fear of infiltration and destruction” for everyone in 
society… not just in the groups. 

 

• Gender critical groups also face a contradiction since their arguments are 
invalidated if gender identity lies at the core of the personality that is created, or 
if its core elements are established before identification with the gender role 
takes place 

 

• Adopting autogynephilic theories of transsexuality resolves this contradiction: for 
these argue that male to female transsexuality is a perversion or disruption of 
male homosexuality driven by sublimated sex. The methods of management of 
personality variations and disruptions are almost opposite to one another. For 
those people who look, these are easy to see, and different clinical practices are 
involved 

 
PROPOSALS FOR REFORM OF THE GENDER RECOGNITION ACT 
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• Transgender people are angry because this theory and its pursuit do not 
correspond to the realities of their own experiences, it identifies them as potential 
predators, is discredited by mainstream clinicians, and it continues to be pursued 
to preserve the gender-critical approach  

 

• In 2017, Minister for Equalities Justine Greening outlined proposed reforms to 
the Gender Recognition Act to de-medicalise the process, with the principle of 
self-identification included. One of Greening's successors, Penny Mordaunt, 
affirmed that the consultation on the Gender Recognition Act would come from 
the starting place that "transgender women are women" 

 

• Most people identify men and women through the ways in which people integrate 
into society. Many people now see that male to female transsexuals integrate 
seamlessly into society as women and have a proud history of fighting for 
women’s rights. 

 
DENIAL AND BEHAVIOUR 
 

• Studies and surveys also show that a large majority of women fully accept 
transgender women as women, and as allies in a common causeliv.That creates 
more disputes because gender-critical groups deny this definition. A well as 
denying gender, they declare that men and women must exclusively be defined 
by their biological sex. 

 

• Motives are also important. Professional institutions diagnose these conditions 
as personality variations, where the drives are for identity and the rejection of 
what is wrong. Gender critical groups define these as being driven by behaviours 
and desires 

 

• Advances in understanding have transformed attitudes to all gender and sexually 
variant people from a situation where all gender and sexually variant behaviour 
regardless of motive was subject to very severe penalties, including death, to 
one where full gender equality and same-sex marriages are accepted today. 

 
FALSE BELIEFS 
 

• A threshold is crossed when science begins to be manipulated to attempt to 
prove a particular dogma, doctrine, or objective, instead of taking an objective 
approach 

 

• When it succeeds it creates false realities which people can be persuaded to 
believe in. When this is established, it gives grounds for greater falsehoods to be 
created. These arise from fears of the other, rather than the realities which an 
opposing side enacts. 
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• That occurs in the imposition of a so-called “gender ideology” enforced on 
transgender people by Pope Francis and the gender-critical groups. This alleges 
that transgender believe they “change biological sex”, or “choose gender” when 
it is far from the truth. 

 

• The worst possible response is for transgender people to respond with equally 
virulent attacks for that simply increases the false belief that has already been 
created. 

 
ESCALATION 
 

• This cycle of misinformation is repeated with growing intensity, creating self-
reinforcing patterns of abuse and toxicity, which results in tribal violence in many 
parts of the world 

 

• This is of even greater concern when governments become involved in 
promoting the same strategies. In the previous sections we see how this is used 
to justify extreme attacks on transgender people and gender and sexually variant 
people more generally. 

 

• A standoff is presently being encountered between the present United Kingdom 
Conservative government and the United Kingdom Women and Equalities 
Parliamentary Select Committee. Since taking office the present United Kingdom 
Government has disbanded key consultative groups which could advise them on 
transgender and LGBT issues, and government ministers have failed to liaise 
with the Women and Equalities Parliamentary select committee. 

 
STANDOFF 
 

• The current standoff relates both to the reform of the Gender Recognition Act 
and the proposals to introduce legislation to ban conversion therapy 

 

• A Parliamentary Report published by the Women and Equalities Committee on 
the 21 December 2021 declared that the gender recognition process is urgently 
in need of reform, that the failure to reform it is causing real distress, and it 
strongly criticised the government for its failures to act on the processlv  

 

• In a further article in the Guardian, Caroline Noakes MP, a Conservative Member 
of Parliament and the Chair of the Women and Equalities Select Committee 
asks: “Why am I being abused for trying to improve the gender recognition 
process?”lvi  

 

• There is also concern about bias in the consultation papers issued by the 
government 

 
DOCUMENTS 
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• On the 16th. July 2020, shortly before a key parliamentary debate on gender 
recognition, unannounced changes were made to the briefing paper on “Gender 
Recognition and The Rights of Transgender People”, (number 08969) in the 
House of Commons Library. In this new revised document virtually all reference 
to the protection of transgender children against bullying in schools was left out. 
Instead of regarding the correct application of hormone therapy as reversible, 
assertions alleging the dangers of it were made. Both changes were in line with 
the demands of gender-critical groupslvii 

 

• On the 3 July 2018, the UK Government Equalities Office (GEO) had previously 
launched a public consultation on reforming the 2004 Gender Recognition Actlviii. 
The results were analysed by Nottingham Trent University. They showed a clear 
majority in favour of adopting self-identification and reform of the act. The results 
were also checked against skewing by actions of pressure groups. No distortions 
were found 

 
OUTCOMES 
 

• On the 22 September 2020 The Minister for Women and Equalities, Elizabeth 
Truss, issued a written statement to parliament saying: “it is the Government’s 
view that the balance struck in [the Gender Recognition Act (GRA)] is correct, in 
that there are proper checks and balances in the system and also support for 
people who want to change their legal sex.”lix She made it clear that the 
Government will not change the criteria in the GRA for legal gender recognition, 
meaning that a system based on self-identification is not being introducedlx. 

 

• Other than to make the process simpler, there was a great deal of anger about 
the refusal to implement any change. In a letter to the Chair of the Parliamentary 
Women and Equalities Committeelxi, Liz Truss, the government minister for 
Equalities defended this refusal by saying that “The consultation was just that, a 
consultation to gain further insight, and not a referendum on what changes 
should be made”.lxii 

 
 
EQUALITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION REMIT 
 
• As a quasi-statutory non-departmental public body established by the Equality 

Act 2006, the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) operates 
independentlylxiii. It aims to be an expert and authoritative organisation that is a 
centre of excellence for evidence, analysis and equality and human rights law. 

 

• That demands it must take a truly objective attitude. This means it must take 
account of gender critical viewpoints, but it must also take full account of the 
viewpoints of the professional institutions, worldwide authorities, the full range of 
scientific analysis, experiential evidence, clinical, medical, and psychological 
expertise.  
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• That demands the full assertion of the independence of the EHRC from 
government and other bodies, and that it presents a comprehensive and 
impartial account of the understandings that exist. 

 
ANALYSING THE EHRC APPROACH 
 

• If we are to further examine the approach that the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission has taken, there are three key EHRC documents to consider: these 
are: 

 

• Morgan, H., Lamprinakou, C., Fuller, F., Albakri, M.: (2020): “Attitudes to 
Transgender People August 2020”: Equality and Human Rights Commission”: 
Published August 2020lxiv  

 

• Equality and Human Rights Commission (2022): “Response submitted to UK 
Government consultation: Banning conversion therapy”: 26 January 2022lxv 

 

• EHRC (2022): “Protecting people from sex and gender reassignment 
discrimination” EHRC 4 April 2022lxvi  (EHRC 2022)  

 
 
 
TRANSFORMATION 
 

• On the 26th. January 2022, the UK Equality and Human Rights Commission 
(EHRC) published two statements asking government bodies to hold back civil 
rights reforms affecting trans people. One was sent to the Scottish Cabinet, 
telling them to pause plans for reforming the Gender Recognition Act (GRA) for 
transgender people alone, citing the "polarised debate", and a lack of "detailed 
consideration" of the issueslxvii.  This is also despite the latest Scottish 
Government Reportslxviii 

 

• Two years beforehand, before the present chair was installed by the 
Conservative and Unionist party, the EHRC had issued documents which directly 
contradicted its present statements. These had contained clear 
recommendations in favour of reform of the GRA and recommended that current 
regulations should be greatly reducedlxix. 

 

• This transformation raises further serious questions about the impact of political 
appointments on the impartiality of the Commission and the objectivity of its 
approach. 

 
ALLEGED LACK OF EVIDENCE 
 

• The current 2022 EHRC statement now declares “Given the documented lack of 
evidence about conversion therapy in relation to being transgender, recent 

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/our-work/news/protecting-people-sex-and-gender-reassignment-discrimination
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attention and litigation on the implications of medical and surgical transition, and 
the ongoing NHS-commissioned independent review of gender identity services 
for children and young people led by Dr Hilary Cass OBE, we consider that these 
matters require further careful and detailed consideration before legislative 
proposals are finalised and the implications of them can be fully understood”. 

 

• This EHRC statement is unequivocally condemned by almost every group 
involved in the care of transgender peoplelxx. Details of these condemnations 
and the evidence available is given in the notes to these presentations. The 
great majority of this evidence comes from academic sources, world authorities, 
professional bodies, clinical and experimental evidence, which the gender critical 
groups dismiss or ignorelxxi. 

 
ATTITUDES TO TRANSGENDER PEOPLE 
 

• In 2020, the previous EHRC report on “Attitudes to Transgender People”, 
showed that on the whole transgender people are well received in the United 
Kingdom. About three in four (76%) respondents said that prejudice against 
transgender people was always or mostly wrong. A further 17% thought it was 
sometimes wrong while 5% said it was rarely or never wrong. 

 

• However, it only takes a minority of the population to attack. A Stonewall report 
showed that in one year. 41% of transgender people have experienced a hate 
crime or incident because of their gender identitylxxii. These figures are not 
unique, they are replicated in numerous studies carried out by many 
organisations on a worldwide basis.  

 

• Neither of these 2 reports contradict. They survey different populations. Even 
though transgender people are mostly well accepted; they stay one of the most 
vilified groups. 

 
EHRC DEFINITION OF TRANSGENDER 
 

• In 2011 the EHRC had endorsed its own description of “transgender”. It said: 
“People who are transgender have gone through all or part of a process 
(including thoughts or actions) to change the sex they were described as at birth 
to the gender they identify with or intend to. This might include by changing their 
name, wearing different clothes, taking hormones, or having gender 
reassignment surgery”lxxiii. 

 

• Note that this describes a journey, not an identity. There is nothing about 
whether transgender conditions arise because of personality variations or 
disruptions. That is crucial in any definition because it fixes the management 
methods that must be applied 

 

• It also presumes that the only valid end goal of the process is gender 
reassignment. That is totally out of date. Many transgender people now identify 
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as non-binary… and management methods appropriate to personality variations 
must also be employed. 

 
 
NON-BINARY TRANSGENDER PEOPLE 
 

• Today many transgender people are refusing to accept or identity themselves 
with a male or female binary gender identity or role. However, as we have seen, 
the current advice given by the EHRC refuses to define transgender, or to 
acknowledge the validity of non-binary gender identities. The gender-critical 
feminist groups deny the existence of any fundamental sense of gender identity, 
or of being transgender, by defining all gender variant identities and behaviour 
as disruptions or disturbances of sex. 

 

• The Public Sector Equality Duty of the UK Equalities and Human Rights 
Commission, requires the EHRC to ensure that government and public bodies, 
eliminate discrimination, advance equality for people with protected 
characteristics and foster good relations for those who do notlxxiv. 

 

• In the Equality Act all actions must be individually justified. Excluding everyone 
from a resource if some people abuse it or by appearance or identity, is not 
justified in the act. 

 
PROTECTED CHARACTERISTICS 
 
• The current Equality Act states that the Protected characteristic of gender 

reassignment applies to anyone who is “proposing to undergo, is undergoing or 
has undergone a process or part of a process to reassign their sex’. There is no 
requirement for a trans person to have any kind of medical supervision or 
intervention in order to be protected from this gender reassignment 
discrimination. A trans person is protected from the moment he or she makes 
that declaration. 

 

• That is harmful for many transgender people fight never-ending battles between 
their allegiance to the identity they possess, and their loyalty to the love and 
commitments they have made. To keep this intact, the first requirement is to 
create self-acceptance and self-esteem so that conflicts do not explode, and 
catastrophic collapse occurs. This is the approach the professional institutions 
adopt. As it stands the current Equality Act requires people seeking this outcome 
to lie, to be given the protection they need. 

 
IDENTIFYING TRANSGENDER 
 

• It should also be easy to tell transgender people apart from others who cross 
dress or present in the opposite gender. For transgender people the motive is 
the search for identity and the rejection of what is wrong. 
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• For most people, defining this term this is relatively simple. Someone who is 
transgender is someone who has a gender identity which does not conform in 
whole or in part to that expected by the biological sex 

 
• For gender-critical groups gender identity is presented as a social construct 

driven by sublimated sexual motives. Therefore, the existence of any 
transgender or innate or deep-seated gender identity is denied. Under the newly 
issued EHRC submission on conversion therapy, transgender identities are still 
not recognised, and in its advice, non-binary people are specifically excluded 
from the protection of the actlxxv. 

 
DEFICENCIES 
 

• Some of these problems are in part due to the legal definitions involved. In the 
Equality Act 2010, being a man or a woman, is defined as being a male or a 
female of any age (Equality Act 2010, Section 11 Equality Act 2010, Section 212 
(1)). Therefore, according to how gender-critical groups interpret this legislation, 
biology exclusively determines what is a man or woman. No other is allowed.  

 
• However, most people identify men and women through the ways in which 

people integrate into society. Many people now see that male to female 
transsexuals integrate seamlessly into society as women and have a proud 
history of fighting for the rights of all women. The statement that “Transgender 
women are women” is the definition that many people, including many feminists 
and transgender people, are happy to use  

 
• Thus: “Transgender women are not women”, for gender-critical groups, and the 

EHRC. 
 
UPDATING THE EQUALITY ACT 
 

• Another problem with the 2004 Gender Recognition Act and the 2010 Equality 
Act is that they only recognise binary roles. Gender reassignment is at one pole, 
biology and sex is at the other. The word “transgender” is used to describe 
someone on a journey between the poles. Under the Act’s binary remits, no 
other definition can be used. 

 

• That restriction is no justification for the EHRC or anyone to deny the reality of 
transgender identities, or to refuse the protection of anyone’s human rights 
because the condition is not listed as a protected characteristic under the 2010 
Equality Act. Yet that is implied by the exclusions in the current EHRC advice.  

 

• If the Equality Act is to meet present needs, then in addition to race, religion, etc, 
both sexuality and gender identity should be protected characteristics under the 
act. 

 
 
2010 UK EQUALITY ACT PROVISIONS 
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• Major contentions arise because of the rights of access the Equality Act in its 
present form gives to transgender people to access single-sex spaces, including 
toilets, refuges, and other areaslxxvi.  

 

• Section 370 of the act states; “A provider can deliver separate services for men 
and women where providing a combined service would not be as effective. A 
provider can deliver separate services for men and women in different ways or to 
a different extent where providing a combined service would not be as effective 
and it would not be reasonably practicable to provide the service otherwise than 
as a separate service provided differently for each sex. In each case such 
provision has to be justified” 

 

• The official guidance to the 2010 Equality Act makes it perfectly clear that 
access to these spaces must be made on a case-by-case basis, be objectively 
justified, and be a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aimlxxvii lxxviii 

 
CURRENT EHRC INTERPRETATION OF THE 2010 EQUALITY ACT 
 

• Despite recent advances, the current EHRC interpretation still states that: “you 
are not protected from discrimination unless you propose to change your gender 
or have done so”. According to this EHRC directive, you are only protected from 
discrimination under the 2010 Equality Act if someone who acts against you, 
thinks you are transsexual, or that you are connected to a transsexual person. 

 

• This new advice states that anybody who seeks to enter spaces usually reserved 
for women, and is assumed to be a man, is not protected by the Equality Act. 
However intersex people are covered… by the protected characteristics of 
disability or sexlxxix. 

 

• Thus, you are only protected from discrimination if you genuinely are seeking 
complete gender reassignment, or someone rightly or wrongly believes you to be 
transsexual. This means that all non-binary people are excluded from the 
protection of the act. 

 
EXAMPLES 1 
 

• The current EHRC advice gives several examples where it states discrimination 
would be legally allowed  

 

• Example 1: A community centre has separate male and female toilets. It 
conducts a survey in which some service users say that they would not use the 
centre if the toilets were open to members of the opposite biological sex, for 
reasons of privacy and dignity or because of their religious belief. It decides to 
introduce an additional gender-neutral toilet. It puts up signs telling all users that 
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they may use either the toilet for their biological sex or to use the gender-neutral 
toilet if they feel more comfortable doing so. 

 

• The practical effect of this would be to require all male to female transsexuals to 
use either male toilets or disabled toilets, regardless of their appearance, 
possession of a gender recognition certificate, or the innocence or 
appropriateness of their behaviour. 

 
EXAMPLES 2 
 

• Example 2: A women’s clothes shop has changing areas for customers to try on 
garments in cubicles. The shop decides that it is not necessary to exclude trans 
women as the privacy and decency of all users can be assured by the provision 
of those separate cubicles. However, the advice also permits trans women to be 
excluded where it is most likely to be “proportionate to exclude, modify or limit 
their access where a service provider has limited resources and physical space 
to alter the way the service is provided”…“in the presence of someone they 
perceive as male”. 

 

• Such a requirement is understandable in a public changing area where people 
change together, but this advice provides no incentive to provide such facilities. 

 

• Also, this advice makes it clear that people are allowed to discriminate against all 
transgender women on perception alone. 

 
OBJECTIVITY 
 

• The original guidance to the 2010 Equality Act makes it perfectly clear that 
access to single sex spaces must be on a case-by-case basis, objectively 
justified, and that providing a single-sex service is a proportionate means of 
achieving a legitimate aimlxxx 

 
• What constitutes an objective justification depends greatly on whether you 

understand, and… in line with the world authorities and professional 
institutions… that gender and sexually variant conditions are “personality 
variations which arise very early development and cannot be changed either by 
the person concerned or the predations of others in later life” or personality 
disruptions, where fears of predation are fostered and attacks on women’s 
identities are presumed. The latter is claimed to be correct by gender-critical 
groups, who argue that no other credible explanation exists.  

 

• The two examples cited, and others, are blanket condemnations of all members 
of a group for the alleged abuses of some, and are based on peer group opinion 
alone 

 . 
LEGALITY 
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• No advice is acceptable if it is only based on the views of one pressure group. 
Objective justification requires a full an impartial assessment of all the evidence 
available. Discrimination by perception is still unlawful, even if any peer group or 
other organisation who is doing it innocently believes it is following the correct 
path. Nor can discrimination against a whole group be justified for the claimed 
abuses by some. 

 

• Any condemnation of a whole group for the alleged abuses of some, which is 
based on peer group opinion alone is unlikely to satisfy to satisfy the 
requirements of the 2010 Equality Act. The only other escape route is to argue, 
as is done, is that all non-binary transgender activity or condition is not subject to 
human rights protection under the Act. 

 

• Discriminating against transgender people on the grounds of identity is the same 
as discrimination on race, religion, etc. Laws should never be used for this 
purpose. 

 
PROTECTIONS 
 

• It is hardly necessary to describe the gross and sickening abuses and 
discrimination that all women face. Identifying as women also makes 
transgender women subject to these, and even more vulnerable to the attacks 
and abuses that all women face. Therefore, the issues concern women’s safety 
and the side that trans women are on.  

 

• The current protections in the 2010 Equality Act, protect all women; trans women 
included. They require objective reasons to be given for any exclusion and are 
based on abuse, not identity. The government has said that these protections 
will not be changed, and no trans person I know would wish to see these 
protections reduced. The only changes that trans people would like to see relate 
to transition. Gender-critical groups who make the claims that trans women want 
all restrictions abolished, that they attack women’s identities, and that they 
impose the same threats to women as all males, are allegations which insert 
much of the venom into the present disputes.  

 
SENSITIVITIES 
 
• These are issues where enormous sensitivities are involved. While the advice 

given in the current EHRC document seems reasonable and logical, it ignores 
the attempts by gender-critical groups to force a diagnosis of autogynephilic 
transsexuality which has been discredited by most clinicians onto transgender 
peoplelxxxi. 

 

• This theory presumes a personality disruption and sexual motivation. It ignores 
female to male transsexuals. No equivalent paraphilia for these people has been 
identified. It also fails to deal with non-binary roles, and it does not provide 
adequate explanations for the wide range of transgender conditions that exist. It 
does not match the lived experiences of transgender people. There is a great 
deal of anger among transgender people over an incorrect diagnosis being 
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imposed upon them with the aim of preserving a gender-critical approach, 
instead of protecting transgender people’s lives. 

 
 
WITHDRAWL 
 

• I conclude that this EHRC advice is based entirely on the views of those in 
gender-critical feminist movements who regard transgender conditions as 
personality disruptions driven by behaviour and desire. Nowhere in it do I find 
any representations of the views of the professional institutions who regard 
transgender conditions as personality variations driven by the search for identity 
and rejection of what is wrong. The motives and methods of management are 
almost opposite to each other, and considerable harm will occur if this advice is 
pursed.  

 

• The refusal to provide any meaningful definition of a transgender person, the 
fears created by the consequent obscuration, and advice which excludes all 
members of one group for the unproven abuses of some, leads to the 
scapegoating of all transgender people, and is not acceptable on any terms. I 
conclude therefore that all of this advice and also, the submission on conversion 
therapy should immediately be withdrawn. 

 
EHRC RESPONSE TO THE GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION ON BANNING 

CONVERSION THEORY 
 

• This response includes the following statements: “The consultation document 
contains no clear definition of what will amount to “conversion therapy” caught by 
its proposals, nor of the meaning of “transgender” – a term which has no clear 
legal meaning, is potentially wider than the concept of gender reassignment in 
current UK law and is understood by different people in different ways”. This is of 
particular importance given the lack of evidence about conversion therapy in 
relation to being transgender. 

 

• Given this, we recommend that legislation should initially focus on banning 
conversion therapy attempting to change a person’s sexual orientation, where 
the evidence and impacts are clearer.  Legislation to ban conversion therapy 
attempting to change a person to or from being transgender should follow, once 
more detailed and evidence-based proposals are available which can be 
properly scrutinisedlxxxii.  

 
DUTY OF CARE 
 

• As a quasi-statutory body whose remit is the protection of human rights for all 
people, it is essential that the EHRC takes a fully researched and totally impartial 
approachlxxxiii.   

 

• It seems that experiential evidence is being dismissed in these EHRC 
statements and policies, as well as the scientific consensus adopted by world 
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authorities, and the viewpoints of the professional institutions in pursuit of a 
gender-critical approachlxxxiv 

 

• Other concerns arise from the ending of government consultative committees on 
LGBT matters, and standoffs with the Women and Equalities Parliamentary 
committeelxxxv. 

 

• The interpretation in this current EHRC guidance excluding all non-binary 
transgender people regardless of motive, from the protections of the Equality 
Act, is a failure of the duty of care that anyone seeking protection of their human 
rights must expect. 

 
DEFICIENCIES 
 

• Because it is a quasi-statutory body with a duty to protect equality and human 
rights, one would have thought that establishing these definitions using clear and 
objective analysis would be the responsibility of the EHRC itselflxxxvi. Therefore, it 
is astonishing that the EHRC attempts to place the blame for failing to define the 
terms “transgender” and “conversion therapy” on the government consultation 
process. 

 

• To state that the term “transgender” is a “term which has no clear legal meaning, 
is potentially wider than the concept of gender reassignment in current UK law 
and is understood by different people in different ways”, then to judge it without 
declaring their working definition allows for obscuration and the 
misrepresentation of facts 

 

• To my mind, these statements are also major failures of the duty of care required 
of the Equality and Human Rights Commission and the protecting of human 
rights. 

 
 
USE OF EVIDENCE 
 

• The quasi-statutory nature of the EHRClxxxvii means that it is crucial for us to 
challenge the statements which the EHRC has presented to the public 
consultation on banning conversion therapy. The first repeatedly states: “Given 
the documented lack of evidence about conversion therapy in relation to being 
transgender”.  Using this it argues that the ban on conversion therapy be 
delayed for transgender people, but that a ban on conversion therapy for lesbian 
and gay people should immediately proceedlxxxviii.  

 

• The EHRC response also notes that a key element of the evidence base 
underpinning the current proposals on conversion therapy is the UK 
Government’s 2017 National LGBT surveylxxxix. However, a recent government 
paper “The prevalence of conversion therapy in the UK”, published on the 29th. 
October 2021xc  today alleges that there are significant deficiencies in the 
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conclusions of that 2017 survey. The EHRC currently advises caution in using its 
results. That also seems evident in its submissionxci  

 
HISTORY 
 

• It should be noted that this 2017 survey strongly advocated major reform of the 
Gender Recognition Act and banning of conversion therapies. A government 
action plan was created. This was strongly supported by the EHRC at the time, 
but under the present administration that plan was abandoned, and the planned 
reforms of the Gender Recognition Act are not now to take place. 

 

• The UK government consultation document on “Conversion Therapy: An 
Evidence Assessment and Quantitative Study” commissioned from Coventry 
University and published on the 29 October 2021xcii is cited only once in the 
EHRC submissionxciii. This states that “Given the lack of evidence that 
conversion therapy is effective in changing a person’s sexual orientation or 
gender identity, its statistical association with negative health outcomes, and the 
evidence of risk of powerful community and belief”, demands that the individual 
is able to give “informed consent”, by knowing its implications. 

. 
EVIDENCE 
 

• However, note that the statement about “lack of evidence” in the original report 
can now be read in the present EHRC response to have an opposite meaning to 
that which the original statement described. The EHRC presents little evidence. 
No documentation is cited in the submissions which would prove its allegation 
that: “Given the documented lack of evidence about conversion therapy in 
relation to being transgender” is correct. 

 

• Nor does allegation this sit well with condemnations by the Royal College of 
Psychiatristsxciv, the Memorandum of Understanding issued by all the other major 
United Kingdom professional institutions concerned with transgender mattersxcv, 
the condemnation by the American Psychiatric Associationxcvi, the World 
Professional Association for Transgender Healthxcvii  the World Health 
Organisationxcviii, The UN Committee on Human Rightsxcix and othersc, all of 
whom assert that applying conversion therapy to transgender people is not only 
ineffective: it can have serious harmful effects. 

 
RESEARCH 
 

• The same paper by Coventry University, commissioned by the Government on 
“An assessment of the evidence on conversion therapy for sexual orientation 
and gender identity”ci states that the main evidence from research programmes 
on conversion therapy for gender identity comes only from 4 studies, 3 from the 
USA and 1 systematic review of international evidence. 
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• This paper comments on the limitations of existing studies on all forms of 
conversion therapy, however it agrees that this is the highest possible, given the 
moral and ethical problems of engaging in truly randomised trials and blind 
based studies.  

 

• Despite these limitations the report by Coventry University shows that there is a 
great deal of evidence to highlight the potential harm that conversion therapy can 
causecii.  

 
 
EXPERIENTIAL AND OTHER EVIDENCE 
 

• I have already described how evidence and science is being used in a partisan 
way in the previous parts of these presentations, and at the start of this part.  

 

• In addition to this research, there is also a mass of clinical and experiential 
evidence gathered by clinicians, support groups, religious groups, and others 
who confirm its harmful effects. For a comprehensive review of this evidence see 
Gilchrist, S. (2021a): “Gender Identity, Feminism, and Transgender People” ciii. 
Also Gilchrist, S. (2020b): “Responsibility in Transgender Disputes”civ: 

 

• Hundreds of religious leaders, including Desmond Tutu and the Chief Rabbi in 
the UK have called for a total ban on transgender, lesbian, and gay conversion 
therapycv . A recent letter from senior religious leaders following the 
government’s decision not to proceed with the ban on conversion therapy makes 
the same point.  

 
GLOBAL INTERFAITH COMMISSION  21-22 MARCH 2022 
 

• The 2022 Global Interfaith Commission on LGBT Lives Conference was held in 
the prestigious Locarno Suite of the Foreign Office. It was attended by over 150 
senior religious leaders, academics, and lay leaders from around the world with 
the help of the Foreign Office to agree some Safeguarding Principles to Protect 
LGBT+ Lives. 

 
• The conference looked at how this can be done this legally, before then 

receiving clear evidence of the harm LGBT+ people suffer in cultures and 
settings that are hostile to them. The principles were announced at 6:30pm on 
Tuesday 22 March after an Act of Commitment led by the Dean of St Paul'scvi. 

 
• The commission issued a clear statement confirming the need to avoid harm and 

ban all forms of conversion therapy for all lesbian, gay and transgender 
peoplecvii.  

 
OUTCRY 
 
• The universal condemnation of the EHRC submission on the banning of 

conversion therapy, and the raising of awareness of evidence from other 
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sources, had almost certainly meant until the recent government statements 
denying it, that the banning of conversion theory for transgender people would 
be included in the forthcoming billcviii 

 

• In a letter sent to Jayne Ozanne, the director of the Ozanne Foundation on the 2 
March 2022, the Member of Parliament and Equalities minster Mike Freer said 
that a conversion therapy ban would cover religious practices and all LGBT+ 
people. 

 
• Government proposals, he said, mean that people “will still be able to access 

support and counsel from religious leaders”, but that any activity “carried out with 
the intention of changing a person’s sexual orientation or changing them from or 
to being transgender will be captured”. There is still the issue of what “informed 
consent” means. 

 
MORE SOURCES 
 

• The Ozanne foundation has published another report by senior legal counsel on 
recommendations on effectively legislating for a UK ban on Conversion 
Therapycix 

 

• The HRC Foundation has published a survey confirming the crushing 
condemnation of this practice by the major professional organisations on a 
worldwide basiscx cxi  

 

• There are many books and articles available where transgender people write 
about their experiences.  

 

• One book is “This is my Body: Hearing the theology of Transgender Christians”. 
This is particularly relevant to these presentations. Further books in this series 
provide guidance about supporting transgender people in a Christian contextcxii. 
Other books include: “Trans Britain: Our Journey from the Shadows” and 
“Heaven Come Down: The story of a transgender disciple”cxiii. Full bibliographies 
are available elsewherecxiv.   

 
WHERE DOES THIS ALLEGATION COME FROM?  
 

• To find the source for these allegations it is necessary to look at certain feminist 
organisations and gender-critical groups. Transgender Trendcxv  Woman’s 
Placecxvi  and the LGB Alliancecxvii are three of the most prominent organisations.  

 

• All endorse the theory of autogynephilic transsexuality to explain the condition. 
This identifies transsexuality as a perversion or disruption of male 
homosexuality.  Therefore, homosexuality is considered a personality variation 
and transsexuality a personality disruption. With this theory, transsexuality is 
then amenable to conversion therapy, but homosexuality is not. And this is the 
justification their attacks. 
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• Both autogynephilic theorists and gender-critical feminists believe that gender 
identity forms by social conditioning alone. That confines their analyses to the 
development of the gender role. The prior existence of the core gender identity is 
denied. Therefore, crucial features which occur in the first three years are 
ignored. 

 
AGGRAVATION 
 

• In a June 2020 report, the European Commission classified the legal procedures 
for gender recognition of 28 European countries into 5 categories based on the 
barriers to access. The Gender Recognition Act 2004 came second from bottom 
with "intrusive medical requirements", which lag behind international human 
rights standardscxviii. 

 

• The United Kingdom is a member of the Council of Europe, which is responsible 
for overseeing the judgements of the European Court of Human Rights. When 
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe met in January 2022, it 
singled out a small collection of countries, Russia, Turkey, Poland, Hungary, and 
the United Kingdom, as the most inhospitable to LGBTI rights.cxix 

 

• This is also when the government public consultation on legally banning all forms 
of conversion therapy to change gender identity or sexual orientation was taking 
placecxx 

 
 
CAMPAIGNS 
 

• The quiet withdrawal of documents and their replacement with ones more 
amenable to gender-critical approaches, the refusal to proceed with reform of the 
Gender Recognition act, the standoff and disregard of the views of the 
Parliamentary Women and Equalities Committeecxxi, the disbanding of LGBTI 
consultative groups and the selective nature of the evidence produced by the 
EHRC, all strongly suggest that a campaign is being mounted by the present UK 
government 

   

• As the government Equalities Minister Liz Truss has power to make 
appointments to the independent UK Equality and Human Rights Commission. 
She has since made appointments of people who endorse the legitimacy of 
gender critical beliefscxxii 

 

• As great a concern as any transgender matter, is the apparent manipulation of 
science, evidence, and public opinion to enforce any unequal human rights 
documentation or any partisan approach.  

 
ACADEMIC INPUTS 
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• One of the most prominent academic advocates for gender-critical theories is 
Kathleen Stock, formerly professor of Philosophy at Surrey Universitycxxiii. I 
examine her approach in my other writingcxxiv  and her condemnation of 
Stonewall in separate literaturecxxv cxxvi. While she has every right in academic 
circles to present a gender-critical argument, I believe, with 600 other 
academics, that her performance on social media goes far beyond academic 
probity and it presents a closed mind which seeks to discredit any other viewcxxvii.  

 
• Another prominent campaigner for the gender-critical viewpoint is Debbie 

Haytoncxxviii, herself a male to female transsexual. I observe that Debbie has 
caused a great deal of anger among transgender people by dismissing 
Stonewallcxxix and fellow transgender people who disagree with her as the 
actions of mobs, activists, and by her ridiculing of personal integrities of those 
who hold any opposing viewcxxx. 

 
RESPONSES 
 
• Predictably Kathleen Stock and Debbie Hayton have reacted to these 

statements, and those by Butler, by denying that the United Kingdom is following 
any fascist trendcxxxi. However fascist trends develop through the creation of 
false realities which are bult on the selective use of science and or on a partisan 
or populist approach. 

 
• That pattern is now seen in the disregard of the approaches of professional and 

world authorities, ignoring the UK Memorandum of Understanding, discounting of 
clinical experiences, deriding the support groups who endorse the work of these 
institutions, dismissal of responsible research as the work of “transgender 
activists”, attacks on people’s integrities, impacts of the massive changes in 
neurological and cognitive capabilities, with the transformations in social 
interactions in the first three years of life. 

 

• Sadly, these absences also appear in the recent EHRC documents and advice. 
 
EXPERIENCES 
 

• I accept Debbie Hayton’s attempts to get male to female transsexuals accepted 
in the gender-critical feminist movements, but there is a very strong contrast 
between the degree of acceptance that is given and the virulence of these 
attacks. 

 
• This is not just about the definition of women as “adult biological females” or the 

use of the word “women”, it is about the differences in motives that each 
diagnosis expects. 

 

• When transgender conditions are treated as personality variations, gender 
identities for everybody form the same way. The great majority develop core 
gender identities that are in harmony with the biological sex, but some do not. 
This demands a total respect for every person’s experience and rights including 
the right to privacy, and to separate treatment, where needed, over matters 
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which concern biology and sex. It does not support a blanket condemnation of 
everyone on the grounds of biological sex. 

 
FEMINIST CHALLENGES 
 
• Many radical feminist groups and individuals interpret transgender conditions as 

perversions or disruptions of sexual desires. Gender-critical groups go a step 
further by viewing gender identity either as a purely socially learned construct, 
nothing more than an ill-defined idea, or being synonymous with sexcxxxii. 

 
• Autogynephilic theories continue this approach by regarding sexual identity as a 

personality variation, but male to male transsexuality as a perversion or 
disruption of an original course. In common with other groups, this identifies 
transgender objectives in terms of enforcing of power over women where 
subverted sexual motives are the driving forces, and where women’s identities 
are placed under threatcxxxiii. 

 

• To justify this approach gender-critical groups must deny or disprove any 
changes in neural maturation patterns, and how gender identity forms in the first 
three years of life.   

 
WOMEN’S FEARS AND RIGHTS 
 

• What must be an absolute priority is the safety of all women, including their 
protection against violence, abuse, and discrimination. Evidence of these 
abuses, and the lack of confidence in the police and the courts abound. Actions 
by groupings such as those be the “Me Too” movement have become very 
valuable tools in exposing some of these abuses, but that may still only expose 
the tip of the iceberg that exists. 

 

• It should not be in the least surprising that many women are suspicious of the 
motives of male to female transsexuals who seek to integrate fully as women 
into society. The concerns expressed by groups such as “A Woman’s Place” and 
“Fair Play for Women” including the arguments and theories they put forward 
must be taken very seriously, but that also demands that such arguments can 
survive detailed scientific scrutiny. 

 

• There should be no place any approach which promotes a partisan view.  
 
CURRENT EHRC ADVICE 
 
• We have seen that the most recent EHRC statement on “Protecting people from 

sex and gender reassignment discrimination”cxxxiv, published on the 4 April 2022 
does not alter the protective legislation already in the 2010 Equality Act, but it 
changes its effect. 

 

• The advice given in the 2010 Equality act adopted the starting point that 
transgender people were genuine in their attempts to respect women’s identities 
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and integrate seamlessly into society. Thus, the advice given with this act 
condemned abusive and inappropriate behaviour: it did not presume that all 
transgender people are a threat. 

 
• The current advice now implies a blanket point of view that all transgender 

people are potential threats. People may now be more easily excluded just 
because they are transgender, or look transgender, and those with Gender 
Recognition Certificates are also denied the protections offered to them in the 
2004 Gender Recognition Actcxxxv. 

 
CONSEQUENCES 
 

• The reasons the present Government gives for refusing to include transgender 
people in its legislation on the banning of conversion therapy are set out in the 
current EHRC statements where it says: “we recommend that legislation should 
initially focus on banning conversion therapy attempting to change a person’s 
sexual orientation, where the evidence and impacts are clearer.  Legislation to 
ban conversion therapy attempting to change a person to or from being 
transgender should follow, once more detailed and evidence-based proposals 
are available which can be properly scrutinisedcxxxvi.  

 

• This statement cannot be justified when the massive amount of evidence already 
available is denied or ignored. I consider that the Government should without 
delay proceed to banning conversion therapy for transgender people. Also, that 
present EHRC submission on conversion therapy and its advice on transgender 
people be instantly withdrawn and substituted with those where objective 
assessments are made. 

 
CONCERNS 
 

• Any policy which excludes every transgender person from the protection of any 
Act for the alleged abuses of some or identity should never be in any Act. That 
should apply to abuses alone. I believe that excluding by identity is not lawful in 
the 2010 Equality Act. 

 

• In my own experience of reconciliation work in divided societies, I find that much 
discrimination is mistakenly carried out by ordinary decent people on 
presumptions of false belief. I do not seek to discredit the genuineness of 
anyone’s approach 

 
• Therefore, it is crucial that all approaches, including gender-critical approaches 

are fully, fairly, and impartially examined. Universities and academic institutions 
are bastions of free speech, but they are also guardians of scholarship and 
objectivity, thus their role must be call out any approaches based on the 
manipulation of science, personal attacks, and abuse. It includes statements any 
Prime Minister makescxxxvii 

 
USAGE 
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• Probably the most pressing concern is over how the current advice is used. 
Clearly those who regard transgender conditions to be the product of personality 
disruptions, with fears of predation will take a very different approach from those 
who consider them to be personality variations, where there are not 

 
• A key issue relates to access to spaces normally reserved for either sex. Their 

advice now states that anybody who seeks to enter spaces usually reserved for 
women, and is assumed to be a man, is not protected by the Equality Act. 
However, intersex people alone are included… but by the protected 
characteristics of disability or sexcxxxviii.  

 

• The advice given by the EHRC makes it clear that non-binary transgender 
people do not come under any protected characteristic. It is my conclusion that 
the EHRC believes that its duty is only to protect protected characteristics, not all 
human rights. 

 
WARNINGS 
 
• In her 2021 Guardian Article Butler wrote: “The anti-gender movement is not a 

conservative position with a clear set of principles. No, as a fascist trend, it 
mobilizes a range of rhetorical strategies from across the political spectrum to 
maximize the fear of infiltration…. It does not strive for consistency, for its 
incoherence is part of its power”. 

 

• I believe that the present UK government has realised Butlers fears through its 
actions and its support of organisations who I argue, have used selective 
evidence, ignored expert advice, spread misinformation by misrepresenting 
research, used misdiagnoses, created unnecessary fears by ignoring protections 
for women that already exist, and by rubbishing or ridiculing views and personal 
integrities those who disagree with them,  

 
• In June 2022 the UK government had intended to host an international 

conference on these issues. Given its present record, that would have been a 
cause for concerncxxxix 

 
IMPACTS 
 

• The promotion of any theory which presents transgender people as potential 
predators, and dangers to women’s identities, not just by disregarding, but also 
with the active rubbishing of the approaches of the professional institutions and 
other groups who disagree, and who present the opposite view of transgender 
people as allies and fellow travellers in the fight for women’s rights, must not be 
accepted in any circumstances. 

 

• The obscuration and fears created by the EHRC documentation and by gender-
critical feminist groups, including the refusal of the EHRC to identify the meaning 
of transgender in any way which is now recognised in medical science, together 
with the creation of unsubstantiated fears of hordes of abusive males being 
granted unrestricted access to women’s spaces, creates unwarranted concerns. 
It heightens the very real fears of sexual attacks, together with the coercions and 
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the abuses which all women face. It is I believe, irresponsible, and it creates 
alarm in the way that Butler describes.    

 
IMPACTS 
 

• There are enormous advances in cognitive and neural development from the 
moment of birth however children do not become socially aware until about three 
years. For gender-critical groups who define gender identity purely as social 
constructs the influences of any prior developments, including the core gender 
identity, must be denied. Gender identity is alleged to be formed by the gender 
role alone. The partisan use of science, the disregard of the scientific consensus 
agreed by the professional institutions, using a dogma that no other credible 
solution exists, fundamentally denies any objective or scientific approach.     

 

• Gender-critical groups identify transgender conditions as personality disruptions 
with underlying sexual motives, the professional institutions and world authorities 
define them as personality variations where the drive is for identity. Motives and 
methods of management are almost opposite to each other. The gender critical 
advice denies responsibility, for great harm can be done when the wrong 
methods are applied. 

 
IMPACTS 
 

• Enormous, changes and advances in the understanding, acceptability and 
nature of gender and sexually variant conditions have taken place from the 
1960’s onwards when all forms of gender and sexually variant behaviour was 
subject to severe social and legal sanctions, often with catastrophic results, to 
today’s acceptance of all loving and responsible gender and sexually variant 
behaviour, resulting in the endorsement of same-sex marriages in many parts of 
the world   

 

• Treating male homosexuality as a personality variation allows all of the scientific 
and experiential advances in this understanding since the 1960’s of gender and 
sexual variation to be accepted. Treating transsexuality as a perversion or a 
personality disruption, not only misdiagnoses transsexuality; it means that all 
these advances gained since the 1960’s, together with the massive amount of 
existing evidence which condemns this approach is denied. Unchecked, it leads 
to the creation of false realities and to the scapegoating of transgender people 
by society, and by the Church, with horrific results.  

 
FAILURES 
 

• I believe that the failures I have outlined in the approach of the United Kingdom 
Equality and Human Rights commission do not just betray transgender people, 
they are the failures of the very body whose remit is to provide Equality and 
Human Rights protection for all of us, no matter what the issues that concern us 
may be. 
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• It is an absolute duty of the EHRC to produce totally impartial documents. I can 
find little evidence that it has taken heed of anything other than gender-critical 
views. 

 

• I also believe it is evident that government intervention has caused the EHRC to 
produce a report which is intended to satisfy the government’s own political and 
social agendas in regard to conversion therapy and transgender people. That I 
consider is a betrayal by this government at the highest level. It is also a betrayal 
of the international obligations which this country is expected to respect.   

 
SECTION 2: CHRISTIAN APPROACHES 
 

• In this examination I have paid particular attention to the attitudes of the 
Christian Churches and other religious organisations to gender and sexually 
variant people, since these impose more barriers of theology and divine 
providence on any objective approach 

 

• In Part 2, it is shown that a moral duality was encountered in First Century 
Judaism, whereby people who engage in transgender and same-sex 
relationships which are given in love and conform to the highest moral standards 
of society would be highly regarded. However, those who seek to break these 
rules through inappropriate sexual activity and immoral behaviour were very 
strongly censured for these acts. 

 

• Also, in Part 2 we traced the development of Christianity from its Jewish roots to 
present day life. We saw that a paradigm shift has occurred around the end of 
the first millennium where the condemnation of gender and sexually variant 
behaviour, which condemned the abuses of honour, power, and sex, turned the 
condemnation of all sexual acts 

 
CHRISTIAN ATTITUDES 
 

• In common with gender-critical feminist groups, this paradigm shift has led many 
Christian groups to misdiagnose all forms of gender and sexually variant 
behaviour as perversions or disruptions from what is seen as the original divinely 
ordained course 

 

• We have also seen in Part 7, that attempts to suppress or deny this often 
catastrophically fail, since there is nothing to replace this identity, and that leaves 
a vacuum inside. The more this is fought the stronger it becomes. That is also 
why methods of management appropriate to personality variations and not 
disruptions must be applied 

 

• It is also why approaches such as “Conversion Therapy” or “Reparative Therapy” 
are so disastrous, for they simply reinforce what people, often for many years, 
have been trying to do for themselves, without success. The guilt felt when that 
fails can be enormous, not least because of the misdiagnosis that for centuries 
has been applied 
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CRIMINALISATION AND SUPPRESSION 
 

• The denial of experiential evidence by centuries of criminalisation and 
condemnation meant that this teaching could not be challenged. That only 
changed in the 1960’s with the legalisation of homosexuality. From that time 
people could see for themselves the full range of behaviour. In Parts 1-5 we saw 
the transformations that have occurred. 

 

• For many religious groups religious dogmas often take precedence over science 
and experience. The effect of the paradigm shift means that the current 
traditional church doctrine is the doctrine of a mediaeval Church. Pope Francis 
shows great empathy to transgender people, but his continuing misdiagnoses 
means that his American Bishops use this misdiagnosis to erase transgender 
identities… and demand they repent.  

 

• Many Christian groups and Churches advocate conversion therapy for all gender 
and sexually variant people in the genuine and sincere belief that this approach 
is correct. 

 
CURRENT CONDEMNATIONS 
 

• A large number of Christian groups, churches and countries today accept this 
traditional Church teaching, which condemns, without exception all gender and 
sexually variant behaviour, regardless of purpose, as intrinsically disordered, 
acts of grave depravity and a falling from grace, which pursues inappropriate sex 
and unacceptable acts.  

 
• Paragraph 6 in the EHRC submission on conversion therapy states: 

“Encouraging people to comply with religious doctrine that requires refraining 
from certain types of sexual activity should not fall within the definition of 
conversion therapy either”cxl and Paragraph 28 states: “This offence should not 
capture communication such as casual conversations, exchanges of views or 
private prayer”cxli. 

 
• The EHRC submission states that all of these practices should be excepted from 

any prohibition under the banner of “informed consent”. 
 
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CONVERSION THERAPY BILL 
 
• Under the 2010 Equality Act it is not necessary for discrimination to be 

intentional to be unlawful. The problem with these exclusions is that the practice 
of conversion therapy is usually carried out in a religious context with genuine 
intent where private prayer, which focuses on “getting rid of this evil”, is often 
used as the primary means of attack.  

 
• Obtaining “informed consent” is going to be very difficult when people are 

already conditioned by Christian doctrine to believe that these activities are 
fearfully sinful, and unlikely to be easily convinced that conversion therapies are 
harmful acts 
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• Adopting any EHRC recommendations which argue for total exclusion of these 
elements in any legislation, would give a carte blanche for the same conversion 
therapy practices to continue, and greatly damage the effectiveness of the act. 

 
 
FAILURE AND AVOIDANCE 
 

• In the last 70 years there have been many advances in the understanding of how 
gender and sexual identities develop. I consider that the failure to take full note 
of these advances are major evasions of responsibility by the Christian Church 

 

• I also believe that the Church of England’s attempts to resolve these differences 
through its policy of “good disagreement” has become a way of avoiding these 
impacts of science and the severe consequences that misdiagnosing these 
conditions create. 

 

• That avoidance is illustrated in part 6, where I discuss the Church of England 
Living in Love and Faith Programme. The brief set by the archbishops, 
demanded that it only considered theology: “as the Church of England has 
received it”. The 2017 report of the Church England “Bishop’s Reflection Group 
on Sexuality” confined any change to that of: “Interpreting the existing law and 
guidance to permit maximum freedom within it, without changes to the law, or 
the doctrine of the Church”cxlii. 

 
CONSEQUENCES OF AVOIDANCE 
 

• This brief prohibits the essential re-examination of theology! The outcomes from 
the Living in Love and Faith Programme are a book and a set of resources which 
very fully reflect the latest understandings of gender and sexuality. These include 
stories and study material, which very completely emphasise the strength and 
stability of these relationships and need for the full inclusion of LGBTI people in 
the Christian Church.  

 

• Yet set against this in the resource material is a theology which in essence 
reflects the theology as developed by the medieval church. As I describe in part 
six of these presentations, the inadequate use of history and sociology in the 
LLF programme, the brief that was set, and the hurt and the serious concerns of 
those LGBTI people who actually took part in its production, do not suggest the 
creation of an objective or impartial approach. The same misdiagnosis of 
transgender conditions, which rely on an identical theology, are expressed by 
Pope Francis in the Roman Catholic Church.   

 
CHURCH APOLOGIES 
 

• In the LLF book foreword, the Archbishops of Canterbury and York said: “As 
soon as we begin to consider questions of sexual identity and behaviour, we 
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need to acknowledge the huge damage and hurt that has been caused where 
talk of truth, holiness and discipleship has been wielded harshly and not 
ministered as a healing balm… We have caused, and continue to cause, hurt 
and unnecessary suffering. For such acts, each of us, and the Church 
collectively, should be deeply ashamed and repentant. As archbishops, we are 
personally very sorry where we have contributed to this” 

 

• Sadly, the Archbishops are entirely correct about the hurt that has been caused 
by these toxic disputes. Until the middle of the last century the development of 
gender identity was attributed exclusively to the gender role. From the 1960’s 
onwards it was realised that an underlying core gender identity was first created. 
This gave a sense of belonging alone. Expected behaviour, motives and 
management methods are almost opposite to each other. Apologies are 
insufficient. This demands a rethink of Church doctrines and roles.   

 
CHALLENGES FROM GHANA 
 

• In part 7 of these presentations, we noted that in 2021 the Ghanian parliament 
put forward a bill which claims to promote “proper family values”. It seeks to 
increase jail terms to up to a decade and force some to undergo "conversion 
therapy", where attempts are made to change people's sexuality. It also makes 
cross-dressing and public displays of same-sex affection punishable by fines or 
detention, and it makes the distribution of material deemed pro-LGBT by news 
organisations or websites illegal. 

• In the light of his welcome to LGBT people, and his frankly worded apology in 
the foreword to the LLF book, what can the Archbishop of Canterbury 
meaningfully say to the Anglican Bishops in Ghana who support this bill, or to the 
Global Anglican Futures Movement (GAFCON)cxliii, when the Church of England 
itself refuses to consider any changes to a doctrine which GAFCON supports, 
and upon which the traditional Christian condemnations of all gender and 
sexually variant people are based?  

 
SCAPEGOATING 
 

• People challenge gender for many reasons. For transgender people, it is the 
search for identity and the rejection of what is wrong. Some Christian Churches 
and those who reject transgender identities interpret this instead as desire driven 
sexually motivated behaviour where dangers of predation, perversion, and power 
over others are presumed.  

 

• As in Ghana, this second identification has led the Christian Church to collude 
with, and often to lead, the secular scapegoating of gender and sexually variant 
people in society. 

 
• From the end of the first millennium, driven by the Inquisition, extreme penalties 

have been applied. I have described some of these in parts 4 and 6 of these 
presentations. How serious these can become is seen when Patriarch Kirill of 
Moscow and all Russia, head of the Russian Orthodox Church, blames the war 
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in Ukraine in part on pressure to accept gay pride parades. Putin has 
condemned “gender freedoms” in the same waycxliv. 

 
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND AND THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH 
 
• There have many reports on gender and sexuality prepared by the Church of 

England. All of them are based on theology “as the Church of England has 
received it”, which is broadly in harmony with that of the Roman Catholic Church 

 
• None of them have succeed in creating a satisfactory outcome. Sadly, all of the 

efforts that have been put into the LLF programme are unlikely to succeed, 
because exactly the same constraint: “as the Church of England has received it” 
was put into its brief.  

 
• At a meeting held on 24 March 2022, the Church of England House of Bishops 

“reviewed attempts to explore questions of gender identity and transition and 
agreed to seek and commission an appropriate group to take this work 
forward.”cxlv 

 

• There will be no resolution before both Churches reconsider the doctrines they 
teach. 

 
ACTIONS 
 

• Today many Christian Churches and feminist groups proclaim that they fully 
welcome transgender people and that they support full inclusion in their 
organisation or group.  

 
• However, there cannot be any true inclusion, when that acclaim is considered 

alongside their refusals to reconsider their Christian doctrines or their gender 
theories, when these identify all gender and sexually variant people, in the case 
of the Christian churches… or for gender-critical movements, transgender 
people only, as potential predators driven by sexual motives, and which attack 
family values. Approaches which, Pope Franciscxlvi (and Vladimir Putincxlvii) 
asserts, identify transgender people as engaging in actions that create threats 
which are equated to a nuclear attack. 

 

• There can be little hope of resolution when tactics such as the defiance of 
science, the hurling of abuse, and the discrediting of experiences are used to 
promote these views.   

 
PART 3: STRANGE BEDFELLOWS 
 

• Both gender-critical movements and the traditional teaching of the Christian 
Church, criticise or condemn transgender people in the same way. 

 

• Both consider all forms of gender variant behaviour to be personality disruptions 
that are driven by potentially sublimated sexually based motives of behaviour 
and desire. Although these groups may recognise that actual abuses may only 
be carried out by a small minority, they place all male to female transgender 
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people in the same category as all males, who are counted as potential 
predators, intent on sexual abuse. 

 
• Both groups use science to try to justify their positions. As with gender-critical 

movements, religious campaigns also often descend into personal attacks and to 
the discrediting or rubbishing of all other views, as is observed in the reactions to 
the Church of England’s Living in Love and Faith Programme, and elsewherecxlviii  

 
IMPACT AND FALSE REALITY 
 

• Clearly correctly diagnosing transgender conditions, (and gender and sexually 
variant conditions more generally) is far more important than just matters of 
gender or sex. 

 

• Gender-critical groups very strongly assert that they are not transphobic and that 
they fully accept all transgender people, (under their own terms), into their ranks. 
Debbie Hayton is a very strong advocate for this point of view 

 
• However, if these groups are to succeed in maintaining that position, they must 

be able to justify it. I have examined the arguments they put forward as 
completely and as objectively as I can.  I find the disregard of key evidence, the 
use of a discredited theory, the ridiculing of the approaches of professional 
institutions, clinicians and world authorities are all primed to create “false 
realities” which fall far below the standards of any professional approach.   

  
TRANSFORMATIONS 
 
• The first “false reality” does not need to be created because it is already present 

in the traditional teaching of the Christian Church. We saw this came from the 
paradigm shift in Christian teaching near the end of the first millennium, because 
of the adoption of a traditional Church teaching that condemns all forms of 
gender and sexually variant behaviour, regardless of motive, as acts of grave 
depravity driven by desires of sex. 

 
• It is easy to create other “false realities”. For most people the normal expectation 

is that gender identity should follow biological sex. However, for transgender 
people the discord between the core gender identity and what biology expects 
leads to inescapable conflicts. In people whose core gender identity conforms to 
what biology expects the only evidence for the core gender identity lies in the 
security of gender that every person possesses. This sense of certainty makes it 
hard for others to understand the trauma that transgender people. 

 
CONSEQUENCES 
 

• This lack of awareness means that gender-critical groups only need to discredit 
or deny the advances in understanding since the 1960’s about how gender 
identities develop, and to launch campaigns to discredit or dismiss the 
experiential evidence that now exists. I believe that further false realities have 
been created by gender-critical groups.  
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• The first of these is the misrepresentation of proposals to reform the 2004 
Gender recognition act to persuade the general public that all protection of 
women’s rights will disappear and that women will face massive increases in 
abusive attacks.  

 

• The second is the disregard of the views of the professional institutions, together 
with the adoption of a discredited theory, to convince the same public that 
transgender conditions are personality perversions or disruptions driven by 
underlying sexual motives, with the increased fears of predation that this creates.  

 
FALSE REALITIES 
 

• The third is the attempts to use existing scientific papers to prove that male to 
female transsexuals pose the same or a greater threat to women’s safety as 
would every rampant male, despite contrary evidence and the objections of 
authors concerned.  

 

• The fourth is created by the abuse and personal attacks associated with the 
statements that the gender-critical approach is the only credible approach 

 
• This is a conflict where the professional institutions regard gender and sexually 

variant conditions as “naturally expected variations of the human condition, 
intrinsic to the personality created, arising very early in development and cannot 
be changed either by the individual concerned or by the predations of others in 
subsequent life”. while gender-critical groups consider them to be “personality 
disruptions driven by sexual motives which attack women’s identities, and where 
threats of predation occur”. 

 
CONSEQUENCES 
 

• Diagnosing transgender conditions as personality variations in line with the 
professional institutions, means recognising an inwardly focussed search for 
identity and the rejection of what is wrong, it poses no threat to anyone, and it is 
not about behaviour or sex.  

 

• Gender-critical feminist groups, who pursue diagnoses of personality variations 
identify the driving forces behind them with behaviour, attacks on women’s 
identities and sexual desires. The fears this creates among women of predation, 
abuse, and immoral sex, with the vilification and scapegoating that transgender 
people already face, are greatly increased by strong gender-critical attacks.  

 

• The methods of management are almost opposite to each other. Great harm can 
be done when the wrong one is used. The current EHRC advice allows people to 
discriminate against transgender people on a populist vote. Expertise and 
science are denied. 

 
GOVERNMENT REVIEW 
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• In April 2022 the United Kingdom Government Minister for Health announced an 
urgent enquiry into the provision of treatment of transgender childrencxlix. 

 
• He told MPs that services in this area were too affirmative and narrow, and 

"bordering on ideological”. He compared some approaches to that of the sexual 
“Child grooming in Rotherham” and further stated that the “overly affirmative 
approach where people just accept what a child says, almost automatically, and 
then start talking about things like puberty blockers - that's not in the interest of 
the child at all"  

 

• Whatever their point of view, nobody should tolerate such an allegation. The 
Minister is echoing allegations made by gender-critical groups. The motives and 
methods of management are almost opposite to each other, that is why making 
the correct diagnosis is so important, and any review must take a totally 
objective and independent approach 

 
DISREGARD OF EVIDENCE 
 

• We have seen that the worldwide scientific consensus and the professional 
institutions all identity transgender conditions as personality variations driven by 
the search for identity and the rejection of what is wrong. 

 

• We have also seen that the gender-critical groups are determined to identify 
transgender conditions as personality disruptions, driven by maybe sublimated 
sexual motives of behaviour and desire. It is clear that the UK Government 
agrees with this approach. 

 
• Instead of conducting an impartial analysis the gender-critical groups reject the 

clinical, scientific and research evidence by condemning it as the work of 
“transgender activists” and present their own view as “the only credible 
approach”. The Government says it needs more evidence… Instead of making 
incorrect allegations and denying it, the UK Government should look objectively 
and impartially at the evidence that already exists   

 
CRITICISMS 
 

• Perhaps the most serious and significant criticism of the gender-critical 
movements comes from Professor Judith Butler who, in her 1990’s book, 
provided much of the initial inspiration for the gender-critical approachcl. 

 

• In her 2021 Guardian article, Judith Butler argues: “It is not easy to fully 
reconstruct the arguments used by the anti-gender ideology movement because 
they do not hold themselves to standards of consistency or coherence. They 
assemble and launch incendiary claims to defeat what they see as “gender 
ideology” or “gender studies” by any rhetorical means necessary. For instance, 
they object to “gender” because it putatively denies biological sex or because it 
undermines the natural or divine character of the heteronormative family. 
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DISCREDITING 
 
• Butler also argues: “The anti-gender movement is not a conservative position 

with a clear set of principles. No, as a fascist trend, it mobilizes a range of 
rhetorical strategies from across the political spectrum to maximize the fear of 
infiltration and destruction that comes from a diverse set of economic and social 
forces. It does not strive for consistency, for its incoherence is part of its power”.  

 

• This ridiculing, manipulation, and disregard of the approaches, adopted by 
clinicians and the professional institutions, I believe is seen in this United 
Kingdom gender-critical approach. Sadly, I find its consequences are reflected in 
the EHRC submissions 

 

• While transgender people are well received in sections of society others are 
subjected to severe abuse. The Stonewall reports on this abuse are replicated in 
almost all other studies, and there is no justification for its vilification by gender-
critical groupscli clii. 

 
OBJECTIVES 
 

• Therefore, it is necessary to ask what are the underlying reasons for the 
adoption of this gender-critical approach? And the attempts of its supporters to 
persuade the general public that this is the only credible one, so for that reason it 
must be correct? 

 

• A fundamental tenet of radical feminism is that gender identity is socially 
constructed collective experience, although different feminists (first, second and 
third generation) express this in different ways. Many think that male to female 
transsexuals, (maybe unconsciously) seek to exert power over women, though 
others disagree. Therefore, no one who has ever lived as a man can become a 
true feminist because they have never encountered the oppression that women 
face for the whole of their livescliii.  

 

• From some, including the gender-critical groups, all biological males must be 
treated as potential sexual predators. Only surgical conversion makes women 
safe from attack. 

 
ENTITLEMENT 
 

• At the heart of this dispute are these feminist dogmas and the disagreement over 
the origins and nature of gender identity. The gender-critical groups argue that it 
is a social construct and deny that any deep-seated gender identity exists.  

 

• We have seen that the Professional Institutions, World Authorities, and the 
scientific and clinical consensus argue that the core or basic elements lie at the 
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heart of the personality that is created and is one of the first elements of 
personality to be formed. 

 

• Using this professional gender entitlement, it is possible for someone who is 
male to identify with women from the moment of birth, have a sense of identity 
and an outlook, behaviour and lifestyle which is in harmony with women, who 
respects women, and who fights throughout life as assiduously and strongly as 
any woman for the protection and security of her safety and gender-based rights. 

 
OPPOSITION 
 

• Applying the same gender entitlement to the second explanation of 
autogynephilic transsexuality, where sexuality and sexual orientation is still 
treated as a personality variation but transsexuality which is treated either as a 
paraphilia, perversion, disruption, or sublimation, turns the same transsexual 
with precisely the same outlook, from an ally into an opponent, who is then 
perceived to be erasing women’s identities and attacking their hard-won sex-
based rights. 

 

• We have seen that there is a fundamental contradiction inherent to gender 
critical theory. If it is accepted in line with professional studies, that an 
elementary core gender identity arises very early in life and that this is effectively 
fixed by the age of three years, then the gender-critical feminist approach is 
invalidated. If instead the gender-critical approach is taken to be correct, 
transgender conditions must then be diagnosed as perversions, paraphilias, or 
disruptions. So, the motives of transgender people are misrepresented, and the 
depth of transgender identities is denied.  

 
DENIALS OF SCIENCE 
 

• For many centuries gender identity has presumed to be divinely decided by 
biology or entirely created through social interactions and the social expectations 
of the role. 

 

• Largely as a result of the work with transgender children in the 1960’ and 1970’s 
it was discovered that a prior sense of belonging, called the core gender identity, 
had already been created. Therefore, the identification with the gender role, or 
the gender role identity is an overlay on what had already been formed. 

 
• Since that time an enormous amount of research has been carried out into the 

sexuality/gender identity complex at pre-natal and immediately post-natal levels 
as any handbook on sexuality, neurology, and psychiatry can demonstratecliv. 

 

• In the current EHRC advice, all of this knowledge is shunned, denied, or ignored.  
 
VICTIMS OR AGGRESSORS 
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• Many transgender people feel very angry about the ways they are being mis-
represented by gender critical and other radical feminist groups. There have 
been many protests and campaigns mounted against those who support their 
views, these include holding rallies and denying permission to host meetings in 
various venues. 

 

• However, for most people in society it seems natural to presume that gender 
identity should follow biological sex. This can instil a false perception that 
transgender people are the aggressors in these disputes through seeking power 
over women and that they attack women’s identities, when the reverse is the 
case. 

 

• Promoting or inciting provocations plays entirely into the hands of gender-critical 
feminist groups because it seems to promote the rightness of their cause.  
Protests must be carefully managed by transgender people to ensure that this 
does not occur. 

 
BUTLER’S COMMENTS 
 
• Judith Butler argued that behavioural manifestations are present prior to the 

existence of gender identity and a sexed body, (rather than the other way round). 
However, she questioned the pre-existence of any group of gender-based 
characteristics prior to the enforcement of a gender roleclv. For Butler then, 
gender identity is epheremal and a socially learned performative act. It is clear 
that she is describing the gender role clvi  

 
• However, Butler treats transgender conditions as personality variations, not as 

disruptions, and the presence of earlier non-gendered behavioural 
manifestations, which may lead onwards to the creation of the core gender 
identity, or gender core, and then on to the gender role, are provided for, and not 
deniedclvii.  

 
• The strength and seriousness of Butler’s condemnations of gender-critical 

ideologies in her Guardian article measures how much these movements 
misrepresent her viewsclviii.  

 
CURRENT ISSUES 
 

• Today a moral duality is encountered whereby people who engage in 
transgender and same-sex relationships which are given in love and conform to 
the highest moral standards of society should be highly regarded. However, 
those who seek to break these rules through immoral behaviour should be very 
strongly censured for their acts 

 

• Accepting the existence of the core gender identity can considerably strengthen 
feminist arguments. for it enables transgender people and all women to argue 
feminist points of view from a stronger base, with no need to conform to a 
gender role 
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• The motives and management methods for each diagnosis are in total 
opposition. This creates fierce disputes: for what one side sees as coercion and 
enforcement, must almost by definition, be interpreted as compassion and 
understanding by the other. Therefore, it is essential for the correct diagnosis to 
be made. 

 
OVERVIEWS: GENDER IDENTITY AS A CORE ELEMENT OF PERSONALITY 
 

• At the heart of this dispute is the argument about gender identity and how it is 
created.  

 
• The professional institutions identify gender identity as a core element of 

personality: it is one of the first to be created and it forms very early in life. 
However, it requires interaction with others, so it cannot form before birth. 
Although on average pre- and post-natal male and female physiologies, such as 
neural maturation rates, endocrines, and aggression profiles can differ 
significantly, considerable overlap occurs. Therefore, the core gender identity will 
usually, but not always follow biological sex clix clx.  

 

• It is also shown to be a strongly pro-active process and neural transformations 
lock this in place by the age of three years. It forms the foundation on which all 
future development occurs. This means that gender identity, not biological sex, 
becomes the primary marker to use for all social interactions that take place. 

 
GENDER IDENTITY AS A SOCIAL CONSTRUCT 
 

• Gender-critical groups argue that gender identity is purely a social construct 
created, through relationships with others: it may be seen as an illusory 
indefinable concept, and it is determined entirely through association with the 
gender role. These groups identify biological sex as the primary marker for social 
interactions. All of the earlier processes identified by the professional institutions, 
and examined in this study, are ignored. 

 
• These disputes have profound effects on the management methods that are 

required. The professional institutions identify the core gender identity as a 
personality variation which is fixed very early in life. Therefore, giving all children 
scope to explore their gender identity gives them the opportunities to find it, not 
to choose it. The same processes apply to everyone. After exploration the great 
majority do find a secure gender identity which is in line with their biological sex, 
but some do not, and the stress and attrition created by this gender 
incongruence can destroy transgender livesclxi. 

 
TRANSGENDER CHILDREN  
 

• It is hardly surprising that these disagreements come to a head when children’s 
development is considered.  
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• We have seen that gender identity is made up from two components, the core 
gender identity which describes an often-hidden deep seated sense of belonging 
and is the first to be formed. This must be treated as a personality variation, and 
it becomes fixed very early in life. The second is the gender role identity where 
disturbances must be treated as personality disruptions. This acts like an overlay 
on what has already been formed. 

 

• Transgender children often report having discomfort with their gender identities 
from their earliest memories. Much distress is often created for transgender 
children by gender-critical groups who only recognise the gender role, since the 
existence and impact of the core gender identity; together with required access 
to early treatment is denied. 

 
“GENDER IDEOLOGY” 
 
• Gender-critical groups, Christian Churches, and others, who identify transgender 

conditions as personality disruptions incorrectly assert that professional 
institutions and “transgender activists” teach a “gender ideology” which states 
that “gender identity is a choice”. In place of identifying these conditions as the 
search for identity and the rejection of what is wrong, the underlying driving 
forces are instead associated with behaviour, power, and sexual desire, which 
create runaway drives with dreadful results. 

 
• Butler condemns some of these allegations as incendiary claims made to defeat 

what these groups see as “gender ideology” or “gender studies” by any rhetorical 
means necessary. They object to “gender” because it putatively denies biological 
sex or because it undermines the natural or divine character of the 
heteronormative family, and they mobilize a range of rhetorical strategies from 
across the political spectrum to maximize the fear of infiltration and destruction 
by transgender people’s attacks.  

 
POPE FRANCIS 
 
• Pope Francis was no less voluble in his own comments. In August 2016 he 

stated: “Its ‘terrible’ children taught they can choose gender”clxii. He also said 
there were powerful institutions which funded the spread of “gender theory” in 
schools. He told Polish bishops: “Today, children are taught this at school: that 
everyone can choose their own sex. And why do they teach this? Because the 
books come from those people and institutions who give money”.  Pope Francis 
has also been quoted in a book, saying that “gender theory”, like nuclear 
weapons, is a danger to humanity clxiii clxiv. 

 
• Paradoxically Pope Francis is totally right to condemn “gender ideology”: It has 

nothing to do with the professional institutions and world authorities. It has 
everything to do with the misdiagnoses of transgender conditions as personality 
disruptions, and its incorrect definition and its indiscriminate use contributes 
greatly to the harm that is caused. 
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AFFIRMATIVE APPROACHES 
 

• The different approaches to managing personality variations and personality 
disruptions are well known. With transgender conditions the same techniques as 
those applied to any personality variation should be used. 

 

• Fighting or suppressing this deep-seated sense of identity leads to the imposition 
of trauma, guilt, and the desperation which destroys many lives. Taking an 
affirmative approach enables people to discover self-identity, self-respect, and 
self-esteem: to develop strategies needed to deal with them, and to make 
informed and considered decisions about how to live their livesclxv  

 

• Today, affirmative approaches are the only ones recommended by the world 
authorities and professional institutions. We have also seen the enormous 
damage by the imposed denials which conversion therapy creates. It is also 
needed to combat the vitriol, guilt, and misdiagnoses imposed by these 
Christian, social and gender critical attacks. 

 
RELIGIOUS CONTRADICTIONS 
 

• Attitudes to gender and sexually variant people have been totally transformed in 
societies where gender equality is espoused, and when people can see for 
themselves how gender and sexually variant people live their lives. 

 
• Pope Francis is, I believe, very genuine and sincere in the pastoral care and 

welcome which he offers to all gender and sexually variant people, yet he and 
the Vatican still affirm traditional Church teaching which identifies these as 
personality disruptions, choices, falling from grace, and expression in same-sex 
marriages a sinful activityclxvi. 

 
• Despite the profundity of the apology by the archbishops and their stated desire 

to create a radical new inclusion in the Church of England, the brief for the LLF 
process, which prevents consideration of any change to the traditional teaching 
“as the CoE has received it”, repeats the same attacks, and eliminates the value 
of much sincere work.   

 
GENDER CONTRADICTIONS 
 

• The same contradictions are also found amongst numbers of radical feminist 
groups 

 
• In announcing a government sponsored conference (now cancelled) the Minister 

for Equalities Liz Truss, said: “The Government is committed to ensuring that 
LGBT people can be safe and free to live their lives as they wish, here at home 
and supporting them around the world. These events will be the next important 
step to ensuring we build a world where it is truly “Safe to Be Me””.clxvii clxviii 
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• Yet the current EHRC advice, whose board is appointed by Liz Truss, refuses to 
define transgender identities, ignores non-binary people, identifies gender 
identity only by the gender role, claims more evidence is needed, ignores that 
which already exists, and states that all transgender people, including those who 
have a Gender Recognition Certificate can be excluded from any single-sex 
space by a popular vote.  

 
SCAPEGOATING OF TRANSGENDER PEOPLE 
 

• There is absolutely no doubt that the equality, safety and security and the 
protection of all women against sexual and other abuse must always be an 
overwhelming priority. 

 

• In earlier presentations we saw a moral duality existed in first century Judaism 
and in Christianity for much of the first millennium where loving same-sex 
relationships were accepted, while those involving sexual or other abuses were 
severely condemned. That moral duality was lost near the end of the first 
millennium when all forms of same-sex relationships became condemned as 
progenitors of abusive or disordered sexual acts.  

 

• The consequence was the collusion of the Church in the secular scapegoating of 
all gender and sexually variant people. The current EHRC advice gives a charter 
for the secular scapegoating to continue, and the intensities of the present 
attacks on LGBT people on the grounds of alleged abuses shows that this must 
be a serious concern 

 
RESOLUTION 
 

• There can be no hope of resolution unless these prevarications and avoidances 
are immediately addressed. 

 

• For the Christian churches I argue that this requires a radical re-examination of 
their own theologies, which considers changes during the first millennium, and 
continuity from Jewish tradition, instead of using theologies developed for a 
medieval Church. 

 

• For governments and other organisations that means taking objective views of 
all of the science available to the best of their ability, and not by following any 
group who may be promoting partisan views. In this respect any possible 
government or ministerial intervention which affects the views of any 
organisation appointed to be a watchdog for Equalities and Human Rights must 
be of particular concern, for that does not just affect transgender people, it 
affects the liberties of us all.      

 
 

i  See for example Butler 1990s book 
ii  Compare Rippon’s book with others and give references 
iii “While sex (male/ female) is an immutable biological reality, gender (masculinity/ 
femininity) is understood as a social construct which changes through history and 
according to societal norms. Conversely, the American Psychiatric Association 
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(APA) who produce the guidance upon which NHS practice is based, describes 
gender identity as: ‘a category of social identity (that) refers to an individuals’ 
classification as male, female or occasionally some category other than male or 
female. It’s one’s deeply held sense of being male or female, some of both or 
neither, and does not always correspond to biological sex’ As such the APA & NHS 
gender identity is unverifiable and yet considered to exist independent of both 
gendered socialisation and biological sex. There is no scientific basis for the idea of 
innate deeply-held sense of gender”. https://www.transgendertrend.com/current-
evidence/  See also “The Pink and Blue Brain Myth”: 
https://www.transgendertrend.com/brain-research/  [All accessed 2020] 
iv Transgender Trend: https://www.transgendertrend.com/   
v Gendered Intelligence: http://genderedintelligence.co.uk/  
vi GIRES: https://www.gires.org.uk/  
vii Allsorts Youth Project: https://www.allsortsyouth.org.uk/  
viii Section 8:0 Gwnder Idwentity feminism and trans 
ix Autogynephilia was defined by an American psychologist, Dr Ray Blanchard, as “a 
male’s propensity to be sexually aroused by the thought of himself as a female”. 
(Auto = self, gyne = woman, philia = love.)   According to Blanchard and Lawrence 
“The increasing prevalence of male-to-female (Male to female) transsexualism in 
Western countries is largely due to the growing number of Male to female 
transsexuals who have a history of sexual arousal with cross-dressing or cross-
gender fantasy. Ray Blanchard proposed that these transsexuals have a paraphilia 
he called autogynephilia, which is the propensity to be sexually aroused by the 
thought or image of oneself as female. Autogynephilia defines a transsexual typology 
and provides a theory of transsexual motivation, in that Blanchard proposed that 
male to female transsexuals are either sexually attracted exclusively to men 
(homosexual) or are sexually attracted primarily to the thought or image of 
themselves as female (autogynephilic), and that autogynephilic transsexuals seek 
sex reassignment to actualize their autogynephilic desires. Despite growing 
professional acceptance, Blanchard's formulation is rejected by some male to female 
transsexuals as inconsistent with their experience. This rejection, I (Lawrence) 
argue, results largely from the misconception that autogynephilia is a purely erotic 
phenomenon. Autogynephilia can more accurately be conceptualized as a type of 
sexual orientation and as a variety of romantic love, involving both erotic and 
affectional or attachment-based elements”. According to Lawrence: “This broader 
conception of autogynephilia addresses many of the objections to Blanchard's theory 
and is consistent with a variety of clinical observations concerning autogynephilic 
Male to female transsexualism”. Becoming what we love: Lawrence, A. A. (2007): 
“Autogynephilic transsexualism conceptualized as an expression of romantic love”; 
Perspect Biol Med. Autumn 2007;50(4):506-20. doi: 10.1353/pbm.2007.0050. 
x  The words have essentially the same meaning. The word pharaphila is used to 
remove the negative connotation that the word perversion has acquired 
xi For those who argue that gender identity is purely a socially learned construct, the 
issue is one of male domination and power over women. From this perspective, 
those male-to-female transexuals who identify as women are understood to erase 
women’s identities and attack women’s sex-based rights: their argument is that 
social conditioning creates boundaries that cannot be crossed. This gives strong 
reasons for adopting autogynephilic explanations for transsexuality, where 
homosexuality is regarded as a personality variation and is a fundamental and 

https://www.transgendertrend.com/current-evidence/
https://www.transgendertrend.com/current-evidence/
https://www.transgendertrend.com/brain-research/
https://www.transgendertrend.com/
http://genderedintelligence.co.uk/
https://www.gires.org.uk/
https://www.allsortsyouth.org.uk/
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clearly defined element of identity, while male-to-female transsexuality is regarded 
as a sublimated sexually motivated paraphilia or disruption of homosexuality instead. 
xii Refer to Rippon’s book 
xiii Testosterone book reference 
xiv  WPATH 
xv Memorandum of Understanding 
xvi Stonewall 
xvii GIRES 
xviii  Section 8 of feminism paper 
xix  Joel, Daphna; Berman, Zohar; Tavor, Ido; Nadav, Wexler; Gaber, Olga; Stein, 
Yaniv; Shefi, Nisan; Pool, Jared; Urchs, Sebastian; Margulies, Daniel S.; Liem, 
Franziskus;  Hänggi, Jürgen; Jäncke, Lutz; Assaf, Yaniv: (2015): “Sex beyond the 
genitalia: The human brain mosaic” CrossMark: Elsevier PNAS  Vol 112 No 50 
Published 15 Dec 2015DOI: https://doi.org/10.1073/PNAS.1509654112 
xxJoel, D., Garcia-Falgueras, A., Swaab, D.; (2020) “The Complex Relationships 
between Sex and the Brain” The Neuroscientist 2020, Vol. 26(2) 156–169 DOI: 
10.1177/1073858419867298.  In their 2015 paper Joel et al did not say that there 
were no sex differences. Instead of this, they described the brain as a mosaic of 
male and female features. Within that mosaic, various workers have since identified 
divergent male, transgender, and female phenotypes. In a 2020 paper Joel et al 
summarised the present situation by saying: “It is impossible to determine whether 
the differences between the groups reflect the different life experiences of individuals 
with different identities or preceded these experiences. It is also impossible to 
determine whether differences in specific brain structures are responsible for the 
different identities. These questions of cause and effect are further complicated by 
the observation that brain functions are generally not localized in one particular brain 
structure but distributed over circuits of large numbers of interacting brain areas”. 
There is also supporting evidence from other neurological studies to show that, while 
male and female neural differentiations on average fall into these two categories, 
there is such a large spread in the distribution of these identifications that large 
overlaps occur. Mitchell for example gives a comprehensive account of this in his 
book. This means that it is Joel et al themselves, who discredit the interpretation 
which these gender critical feminist groups place on their work. Also: rather than 
looking at neural activity, examining neural interconnectivity may be a more 
appropriate approach. Standard handbooks such as that on: “Sex Differences in 
Neurology and Psychiatry” show the complex interactions that exist between sex and 
gender, even before and soon after birth. This contradicts the arguments presented 
by those groups who claim the gender identity is determined by social conditioning 
alone. It also has major consequences for those feminist movements whose gender 
politics are based entirely on the premise that gender is wholly socially constructed. 
As the feminist accounts of gender identities and transgender people show, this 
presumption is unquestioned in their own histories, cultures, and research. 
xxi Mitchell, Kevin J. (2018): “Innate: How the Wiring of our Brain Shapes Who We 
Are”: Princeton University Press; ISBN 978-0-691-17388-7. 
xxii I also discuss this extensively in Responsibility in Transgender Disputes::Gilchrist, 
S. (2021): “Responsibility in Transgender Disputes”: 
http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/248P-Responsibiity.pdf: (I am presently withholding 
part of this document because I wish to update it in the light of the  Tavistock v Bell 
court ruling. However key sections continue to be available). 

http://www.tgdr.co.uk/documents/248P-Responsibiity.pdf
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xxiii See for exampke Lanzenberger, R.; Kranz, G.S.; Savic, I.: (Eds) (2020): Sex 
Differences in Neurology and Psychiatry” Handbook of Clinical Neurology Volume 
175, 2020 
xxiv  See section 2:0 and Bettcher, Talia, (2014): "Feminist Perspectives on Trans 
Issues", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2020 Edition), Edward N. 
Zalta (ed.), URL = https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2020/entries/feminism-trans/ 
. Mikkola, Mari, (2019) "Feminist Perspectives on Sex and Gender", The Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2019 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2019/entries/feminism-gender/ . 
xxv Dhejne C, Lichtenstein P, Boman M, Johansson ALV, Långström N, Landén M 
(2011): “Long-Term Follow-Up of Transsexual Persons Undergoing Sex 
Reassignment Surgery: Cohort Study in Sweden”. PLoS ONE 6(2): e16885. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0016885   Conclusion “This study found 
substantially higher rates of overall mortality, death from cardiovascular disease and 
suicide, suicide attempts, and psychiatric hospitalisations in sex-reassigned 
transsexual individuals compared to a healthy control population. This highlights that 
post-surgical transsexuals are a risk group that need long-term psychiatric and 
somatic follow-up. Even though surgery and hormonal therapy alleviates gender 
dysphoria, it is apparently not sufficient to remedy the high rates of morbidity and 
mortality found among transsexual persons. Improved care for the transsexual group 
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